BOARD MEETING – AGENDA
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19TH, 2017
3:00 PM
SEDA Conference Room – 329 Harbor Dr., Suite 212

Regular Meeting

3:00 PM

Item

Action

A. Call to Order

Acknowledge

B. Roll Call

Acknowledge

C. Review of Minutes

Motion to Approve

AUGUST 24TH, 2017
D. Correspondence & Other Information

Acknowledge/Questions

E. Changes/Additions/Deletions to Agenda

Change/Add/Delete

F. Reports
G. Persons To Be Heard
H. Unfinished Business
1. GPIP Port Planning/Tariff Schedule
I.

Discussion/Recommendation

New Business
1. Administration Building RFP Results/Next Steps
2. Sawmill Farm Lease Area

Discussion/Recommendation
Discussion/Recommendation

J. Adjournment

The Mission
It is the mission of the Gary Paxton Industrial Park Board and management, by direction of the
Sitka Assembly, to strategically develop the park in a fiscally responsible manner that maximizes its
economic benefit to the community through creation of meaningful jobs in conformance with
established community plans and policies.

ITEM C

Gary Paxton Industrial Park - Board of Directors Meeting
August 24, 2017 3pm at SEDA Conference Room
Draft Minutes
A.

CALL TO ORDER: The Chair called the meeting to order at 3:09 pm.

B.

ROLL CALL

Members Present:

Scott Wager, Hugh Bevan, Dan Jones, Sheila Finkenbinder (arrived 3:15)

Members Absent:

Charles Horan

City Representatives: Michael Harmon, Dan Tadic, Jay Sweeney
Others Present:

C.

Garry White, Robert Woolsey, Mary Suminski

Review of Minutes- July 31st, 2017

MOTION:

M/S Jones/Bevan moved to accept the minutes July 31st, 2017

ACTION:

Motion PASSED 3/0 on a voice vote

D.

Correspondence & Other Information
•

Mr. White informed the board that DEC had sent a letter to Bobbi Daniels of Sawmill
Farm regarding the condition of the site. He stated that she had until August 31, 2017 to
clean and vacate premise, if clean-up was not complete by September 30th, GPIP could
charge Ms. Daniels for the cost of clean-up. The board requested that it be on the
September meeting’s agenda.

E.

Changes/Additions/Deletions to Agenda- None

F.

Reports

Executive Director
Dock
Mr. White stated that the dock project was moving along however, weather had slowed the
painting process. Mr. Tadic added that the specific ADEC permit issues associated with adjusting
the dock freeboard with the ship-to-shore product in the ballast water were being worked through,
USACE permit was still on track for late Sept or early Oct. and that the coating is complete and
the barge is expected to be in the water on August 30, 2017. Mr. Tadic also mentioned that the
electric department is on track for bringing power to the site and he did not foresee any hang-ups.
Bulk Water
Mr. White stated that all the bulk water contracts have been finalized and forwarded to clients for
review; item will be on the Assembly September 12th agenda.
Marine Services
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Mr. White commented that Tisher Construction is removing remaining rock at the park and that
Mr. White would be working with Mr. Tisher on a final walk thru of the area. Mr. White also
mentioned that he was waiting for GPIP maps from the city per the GPIP Strategic Plan.
Shoreline Stabilization
Mr. Tadic informed the board that all the permits were in place and that the Shoreline Stabilization
project would be going to bid August 25th, 2017. Mr. White mentioned that he would be working
with Mr. Glaab to ensure that the project would not interfere with his operation.
Fortress of the Bear
Mr. White stated that the Fortress of the Bear has begun working on tree removal to expand
habitat.
Chair
Mr. Wagner informed the board that there is a small leak in the bulk water pipeline at the wet well
where the flange penetrates the wall, he stated that the board needs to discuss who would be
responsible for paying for it’s repair.
G.

Persons to Be Heard- None

H.

Unfinished Business- None

I.

New Business

1.

GPIP Port Planning/Tariff Schedule

Discussion:
• Mr. White briefly introduced the in-house tariff schedule; he stated that he sees the fees
as: dockage, yard usage, cargo movement & storage, haul out and operators fees. Mr.
White made contact with the City of Haines, AK and City of Port Townsend, WA to
discuss their tariff schedule; he was impressed with the Port Townsend fees and rules &
regulations. Mr. White also stated that the city of Sitka does not have a tariff schedule
but rather operates under the General Code, Title 13, Mr. White commented that tariffs
are binding legal agreements.
•
•
•

•
•
•

Mr. Sweeney suggested that the board needs to evaluate how the tariff charges would be
collected, billed, implemented and administrated.
Mr. Jones felt that the board would not be able to know who would manage the dock until
they knew how it needed to be managed.
Mr. White stated that a port manager could determine if activity occurred however, there
is not money to hire at this time. Mr. White suggested that cameras can be an option for
monitoring, there is also a self-pay VEN station option, but the cost would be 10-13k plus
monthly fees.
Mr. Jones stated that the board needs to determine how to operate the dock and possibly
advertise for use in February 2018, he commented that a tariff schedule needed to come
first and get a consultant to finish up after the board makes recommendations.
It was suggested that other tenants of GPIP might be options for monitoring.
There was a question that if the management was outside of SEDA who would manage
the rest of the park, a board member commented that it was best left to SEDA to manage
the park.
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

J.

Mr. Bevan made the following comments: He liked the Port Townsend summary page,
Haines tariff was good because it included future costs, and he stated that all charges
need to be in line with the City code. Mr. Bevan was concerned about how to measure
every charge, all the freight and liquids would need to be measured. He also stated that
not all of the uplands have the same value, that the uplands need their own schedule.
It was suggested that the dock could be managed by the City of Sitka or if it was privately
managed that there be a base pay and a commission, to incentivize getting all the
revenue possible.
Mr. Jones commented that the rates should mimic the harbor rates; he also liked the idea
of a quick reference for management and rate schedule. Mr. Jones felt that the best way
to finish the tariff would be to have a department review and then to hire a consultant to
finalize, he suggested that he would like to hire a consultant within 60 days.
Mr. Sweeney voiced a concern about the ‘Point of Rest’. He asked who would move
cargo and how it would be billed. Mr. White stated that you could limit by only allowing
certain cargo and could assign certain areas of GPIP for cargo.
Mr. Bevan stated he would like a tariff that is easy to modify and amend.
Mr. Jones proposed for the executive Director to bring a contract for a consultant to the
board by the next GPIP Board meeting.
Mr. Bevan suggested having one more meeting and then have Mr. White bring a cleaner
draft with added suggestions from the board to give to a consultant. Mr. White stated that
he would bring a document for review with rates, rules and regulations.
Mr. Bevan asked City personnel if the idea of a Port Authority could be an option, Mr.
Sweeney said it would be a good idea but it was a big step. Mr. Harmon said he sees the
issues being that it would be a change of the Sitka Charter and there is difficulty-filling
boards as it is, stability amongst the board would be key to a Port Authority’s success.
Mr. Wagner stated that he would like to accommodate the fishing fleet as soon as
possible and grow as the dock use progresses.
Mr. White voiced a concern of GPIP charging for use of a work float while the City
charges nothing, he suggested a joint meeting with Ports and Harbors to discuss, the
next Ports and Harbors meeting is scheduled for September 13, 2017.
Ms. Finkenbinder asked if Mr. White was getting the direction, he needed from the board.
Mr. White stated that he would work on the fee schedule (for next meeting), rules,
regulations, and cameras (for security and to use for charging users). Mr. White stated
that the billing could be through the CBS.
Board agreed to send ideas in writing to Mr. White by August 31st, 2017

Adjournment: M/S Bevan/Finkenbinder moved to adjourn the meeting at 4:20 pm
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ITEM F
329 Harbor Drive, Suite 212, Sitka, AK 99385
Phone: 907-747-2660

Monday, October 16, 2017
MEMORANDUM
TO:

GPIP Board of Directors

FROM:

Garry White, Director

SUBJECT:

Gary Paxton Industrial Park (GPIP) Management Report

1. GPIP Port Planning/Feasibility Study
The CBS commissioned a planning/feasibility study with Northern Economics (NE) to
determine potential market demand for a large vessel moorage facility, a vessel haul out
facility, and potential uses and location of a deep-water dock. The CBS worked with NE
over the fall and winter of 2013/2014, taking input from the community and helping to
provide potential market demand opportunities. Funding for the planning/feasibility
study came from a $487k Federal appropriation for the GPIP waterfront development
Northern Economics provided a preliminary screening-level feasibility assessment and
planning study to the CBS in March 2014, which can be view on the
www.sawmillcovc.com website.
2. Construction of a multipurpose dock at GPIP.
The dock project is moving along fine. The contractors purchased the 250’ by 74’ barge
in the winter of 2016. The barge was located in Tacoma, WA through the winter and
spring to complete in-water work. The barge went through various remodeling, including
pouring of the concrete deck to support freight traffic. The barge was hauled to the
Ketchikan Shipyard and was in dry dock at Vigor Shipyards to complete epoxy coating
work on the exterior of the barge. The barge was brought to the GPIP in September.
Turnagain Marine acquired the Army Corps permits in early October. Turnagain has
been removing old APC infrastructure in the water. Turnagain plans to start installing
dolphins later in the month. The project is scheduled for completion in January 2018.
(10/16/2017)
3. Marine Services Industries at the GPIP.
The GPIP Director is researching the marine industry in SE Alaska and looking for
opportunities for marine service industries that would fit well with the GPIP assets.
Research is also being completed to identify funding sources for marine service industries
infrastructure. (03/23/15)
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The Assembly approved funding in June for the design, engineering, and permitting of an
access ramp to support the marine services sector at the park.
The CBS entered into a lease with Northline Seafoods LLC to install an access ramp to
accommodate hauling barges on the northern portion of Lot 9a of the waterfront. The
CBS is working with Northline Seafoods to ensure the ramp can be modified in the future
to accommodate multiple uses. (08/01/2017)
4. Bulk Water
The CBS Administrator and GPIP Director traveled to Washington DC to meet with the
Alaska and California delegations regarding the potential to export Sitka’s water to CA.
(06/29/2015)
The GPIP Director flew to Seattle to meet with representative of Aquaomnis, an Icelandic
Bulk Water Company. The purpose of the visit of was to learn about each bulk water
source and potential export projects. (08/31/2015)
The GPIP Director has received multiple requests from companies interested in acquiring
water for bulk export from Green Lake. (11/02/2015)
The GPIP Board of Directors recommended that a RFP be released to solicit proposals
for entities to export Sitka’s bulk water assets. Four separate entities attended the
04/07/2016 GPIP Board meeting expressing interest in obtaining a contract to ship
Sitka’s water. (04/12/2016)
The CBS received four proposals in response to the Bulk Water RFP released in April.
The GPIP Board will meet May 16 to make its recommendations to the Assembly.
(05/10/2016)
The GPIP recommended and the CBS Assembly approved that the CBS enter into three
separate contracts with ABWI (2 contracts) and Arctic Blue Water Inc. for roughly 8.8
billion gallons of water annually. The CBS will receive $1.1 million dollars in nonrefundable payments that can used as water contracts from the water exporters.
(07/11/2016)
ABWI and Arctic Blue Waters missed the contractual deadline to submit non-refundable
payments to initiate the bulk water agreements. As such all contracts are null and void.
The CBS is continuing to market its water assets and is will to receive proposals from any
entity will to export Sitka’s water. The GPIP has suggested that it will only be willing to
recommend new contracts with entities that demonstrate the ability to ship water
immediately or provide payments to the CBS up front. (08/5/2016)
The Director continues to discuss the bulk water export venture with various groups
around the globe. (12/6/2016)
The GPIP Board met on two entities interested in exporting water from Sitka throughout
the summer of 2017. The GPIP Board and CBS Assembly approved terms of water
purchase agreements with Eckert Fine Beverages and Arctic Blue Waters Alaska in
September 2017. Total allocation of water between the two entities is 2.1 billion gallons.
The CBS still retains over 7.5 billion gallons of water for export. (10/16/2017)
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5. Bottled Water
The Director has met with multiple potential investors into the venture of bottling water
in Sitka. The existing bottling plant owners and operators have been included in the
discussions. (10/24/2013)
The CBS Assembly approved setting tote/container water rates at $0.01/gallon for water
exported in containers larger than 5 gallons at their 3/11/2014 meeting. (03/17/2014)
Multiple groups have visited and contacted the Director regarding obtaining property to
construct another bottling plant. (11/02/2015).
The CBS is continuing to market its water assets for both bottling and bulk operations.
(08/05/2016)
The Director continues to work with entities interested in bottling water with Sitka water.
Water sample were recently sent to a prospective client. (02/14/2017)
The Director continues to receive call from numerous entities that are interested in
obtaining water for bottling operations. (05/31/2017)
6. GPIP Property Marketing
Detailed profiles of GPIP properties have been developed and approved by the Board.
The profiles have been placed on the GPIP website at www.sawmillcove.com and will be
used for other marketing opportunities.
Marketing materials have been updated on the www.sawmillcove.com website and hard
copy to reflect recent sale of property. (03/02/2015)
The sawmillcove.com website has been updated. Property marketing is still the focus of
the website. (05/31/2017)
7. Blue Lake Dam Expansion Project
The Blue Lake Dam Expansion Project has been completed. Evacuated rock from the
project is still being stored on park property. Rock needs to be removed from the
property for economic development to continue on the site. The CBS is still working on
a solution. (05/12/2015)
The CBS Electrical Department intends to release a request for proposals of entities
interested in purchasing rock stored at GPIP. (06/29/2015)
The CBS Electrical Department has recently investigated several plans to remove rock
from the property. (09/22/2015)
Rock is actively leaving the park via contracts between the CBS Electric Department and
various entities. (07/11/2016)
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The Director is currently working with various groups to continue to remove rock from
the industrial site and bring the industrial site condition back to leasable condition.
(05/31/2017)
The CBS Electric Department reports that a contractor has purchase all the remaining
rock left in the GPIP. The rock will be barged out of the park for use in a private
waterfront development. The contractor anticipates that all rock will be removed from
the park by the end of the calendar year. (08/01/2017)
A majority of the rock in the park has been removed. Rock still remains on lots 15, 16b,
19, and 20. (10/16/2017)
8. Wharfage Rates
The GPIP Board set general wharfage rates for use of the waterfront property at the park.
Rock, Sand, and Gravel was set at $1.00 per US ton; all other freight items will be on a
case-by-case basis. (10/2/2012)
A draft tariff schedule was developed by SEDA Staff and presented to the GPIP Board
for its review during its December 2015 meeting. The board provided direction to hold
off on finalizing the schedule until the dock project can be further determined.
(01/11/2016)
The GPIP Board and staff are currently working on developing a fee schedule and tariff
schedule for the GPIP Dock. The GPIP Directors is investigating firms to provide a
detail tariff for the GPIP Port. (10/16/2017)
9. Hazard Risk Mitigation
Due to the August 18, 2015 landslide that occurred at the GPIP, the CBS is assessing its
risk to allow occupancy of municipal owned property. The CBS Attorney is developing
waiver language for current and future lessees of the property for day use only. The
Attorney is additionally investigating the potential to lease properties to entities that wish
to lease the property for overnight housing. (04/12/2016)
The CBS has hired a consultant to complete hazard risk assessment of the property
surrounding the GPIP properties. A written assessment is expected this summer.
(07/11/2016)
CBS Administration has determined that the liability risk of allowing the Administration
Building to be occupied is too great due to landslide risk and have terminated all leases in
the building effective 9/30/2016. (08/05/2016)
10. The GPIP Board met over the winter and spring to develop an updated strategic plan for
the development of the industrial site. The Board approved the 2017 GPIP Strategic Plan
at its July 31st meeting. (08/01/2017)
A set of detailed maps that outlines property ownership, utilities, etc. is being finalized
for Board approval. (10/16/2017)
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11. The CBS is moving forward with stabilizing the shoreline seaward of the building located
on Lot 4. The shoreline has been comprised due to erosion. (05/31/2017)
The CBS has awarded a contract for shoreline stabilization, the project will move forward
soon. (10/16/2017)
12. The CBS Assembly agreed to a 99 years and increased the lease area for Fortress of the
Bear. (06/05/2017)
13. The CBS Assembly agreed to accept the insurance settlement on the damaged
Administration Building. (06/05/2017)
14. The CBS Assembly agreed to lease lot 9a to Northline Seafoods for a 24-month term and
lease with option to purchase for lot 4 at its July 11 meeting. (07/24/2017)
15. The RFP for the Administration Building has been released. The RFP closes on
9/19/2017. (07/24/2017)
The CBS did not receive any proposals to purchase the Administration Building.
(10/16/2017)
16.
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329 Harbor Drive, Suite 212
Sitka, AK 99835
Phone: 907-747-2660

Monday, October 16, 2017
MEMORANDUM
To:

Gary Paxton Industrial Park Board of Directors (GPIP Board)

From:

Garry White, Director

Subject:

GPIP Port Planning/Tariff Schedule

Introduction
The development of a port facility to accommodate the maritime industry at the Gary Paxton
Industrial Park (GPIP) is a priority of the GPIP Board. The GPIP Port facility will include a
deep water, multi-purpose dock, a water access ramp, as well as maritime uses of the tidelands
and uplands of the GPIP.
A fee schedule, rules, and regulations for the GPIP will need to be developed for mooring of
vessels, movement of freight, use of tidelands/uplands, and general overall operations at the
GPIP Port.
GPIP Deep Water, Multi-purpose Dock Background
The GPIP deep water, multi-purpose dock is a multi-purpose, floating dock facility located at the
GPIP to serve a range of industries, including but not limited to fishing and container/cargo
shipping. The primary floating dock is a repurposed double hull steel barge, 250 feet long and
74 feet wide, and will be accessible by a drive-down ramp with a width of 20 feet. The structure
will accommodate the handling of loaded containers, truck and trailers, and vehicles intended to
support vessels with a maximum draft 40 feet.
A separate, new floating dock will be attached to the primary dock to allow for 120 feet of
transient moorage for smaller vessels. Some features of the facility include lighting, electrical
power sources, and a fire suppression system. Fenders, life rings, and access ladders will be
installed to provide for safe operation. The facility will have a 50-year design life and meet or
exceed industry standards relating to corrosion resistance with minimal long-term maintenance.
A portion of the existing deteriorated in-water structures will be removed as required to install
the new facility. The final design and location will not unreasonably restrict opportunities for
future upgrades that will enhance accommodation of larger vessels, bulk water distribution, or
other new industry. Contingent upon the timely issuance of a contract and environmental
authorizations, the project is scheduled to be substantially complete by late fall/winter of 2017.

Access Ramp Background
The GPIP Board and CBS Assembly have approved a lease between Northline Seafoods and the
CBS on the northern portion of Lot 9a. Northline intends to construct an access ramp to
accommodate the hauling of its barges for maintenance work. The GPIP Board intends to further
modify the access ramp install by Northline to accommodate other uses, such as vessel haul outs.
The CBS Assembly has approved $40,000 in funding for design, engineering, and permitting of
the multi-use access ramp. Access ramp cost estimates and funding sources are currently being
investigated.
Tideland and Upland Use Background
The GPIP Board has identified lots 3, 6, 7, 8, 9a, 9b, 9c, & 15 to support the maritime industry at
the GPIP. Additionally, the tidelands seaward of the GPIP are intended to be used to support the
maritime industry as well.
Port Planning/Port Management
The GPIP Board held a discussion regarding dock management during its August Board meeting.
The GPIP Director has met with the CBS Administrator and Harbormaster and is suggesting the
following initial management of the GPIP Dock:
•
•
•

The CBS Harbor Department will assist the GPIP Director with scheduling, monitoring,
billing, and collections for users of the GPIP Dock.
The CBS Harbor Department will split dock revenue 50/50 with the GPIP Enterprise
Fund.
The GPIP Board recommend funding and installation of a security camera system for
monitoring and billing of users of the GPIP Dock.
o Project cost estimates are being researched.

Tariff Schedule
A Draft Port Tariff Schedule was developed in-house by SEDA and submitted to the GPIP Board
as a draft example during the August GPIP meeting. The draft tariff will need to be reviewed by
an outside firm.
Per Board direction, the GPIP Director has developed a draft one-page rate sheet for use of the
GPIP Dock and a draft sheet of rules and regulations for using the dock. (Attached). Both draft
documents are for discussion purposes only.
The GPIP Director has contacted a consultant that developed the Port of Anchorage’s Tariff
schedule for an estimate cost for a proposal on scope of work to develop a port tariff for the
GPIP.
Action
•

GPIP Board discussion/direction of GPIP Port Development and Draft Tariff Schedule.
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ABREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
A.

ABREVIATIONS

BF ---------- Board Feet
Bbl.. --------- Barrel
Bdl. --------- Bundle
CBS --------- City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska
C.F.R. ------ Code of Federal Regulations
Cu. Ft. ------ Cubic Foot or Feet
CL ---------- Container Load
Cs. ---------- Case
Ctn. --------- Carton
CY ---------- Cubic Yard
CWT ------- Hundred Weight or 100 pounds
Dkg. -------- Dockage
FF ---------- Folded Flat
FMC ------- Federal Marine Commission
Ft. ----------- Foot or Feet
Hdlg. ------- Handling
HTS-------- Harmonized Tariff Schedule U.S.
Inc. -------- Including, Inclusive or Incorporated
Gal. -------- U.S. Gallon or gallons
GPIP ------- Gary Paxton Industrial Park
KD --------- Knocked down
KDF -------- Knocked Down Flat
Kg. --------- Kilograms
Kw --------- Kilowatt

B.

Lbs. -------- Pounds
LCL ------- Less than container load
Ldg. -------- Loading
Lgth. ------- Length
MBF ------ 1,000 Board Feet
MBL------- Master Bill of Lading
LOA ------- Length-Over-All
Meas. ------ Measure
Min. ------- Minimum
No. ---------Number or Numbers
N.O.S. ------- Not Otherwise Specified
Pax. -------- Passengers
Pkg. -------- Package
Port -------- Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park
RORO ----- Roll on/roll off
Sq. Ft. ----- Square Foot or Feet
S.T. --------- Weight by Short Ton of 2,000 lbs
Stg. -------- Storage
U.S. -------- United States of America
Viz.-------- “videlicet” = namely
W/M ------ Weight Ton 2,000 lbs. or Cubic Ton of 40 cu.
ft.
W.R. ------- Warehouse Receipt
WT -------- Weight
Yd. --------- Yard

DEFINITIONS

Definitions of Federal Maritime Commission May Control:
Unless provided in this Tariff, applicable definitions set forth in 46 C.F.R. shall control.
BEAM: For the purpose of this Tariff, “beam” means greatest width of the vessel, including
booms, spars, gins, or any fixed extensions.
CARGO: The term “cargo,” except where specified otherwise by lease or written agreement,
shall mean with respect to containerized cargo, the contents of the containers and the container
itself, whether loaded or empty.
CARGO TERMINALS: The term “cargo terminals” as used in this tariff shall mean the Port of
Gary Paxton Industrial Park including all associated facilities, such as warehouses, offices,
storage sheds, and areas of access to and from Pier(s).
CHECKING: Checking means the service of counting and checking the cargo against
appropriate documents for the account of cargo or the vessel, or other person requesting same.
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CONTAINER: The term “container” shall be held to mean all standard, permanent type
containers 20’ and over used for the movement of cargo as a unit. All other containers will be
considered as general cargo and subject to terms and conditions afforded to general cargo.
DELINQUENT LIST: The term “delinquent list” as used in this tariff shall mean a record of
vessels, their owners, agents, or other users of the Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park, who have
failed to pay charges within the credit period or who have not furnished proper cargo statements.
DELIVERY OF CARGO: The term “delivery of cargo” as used in this tariff shall mean making
the cargo available to the consignee in order that the consignee may conveniently remove it from
the Cargo Terminal.
DEMURRAGE (Wharf): Wharf demurrage means a charge assessed against cargo remaining in
or on terminal facilities after the expiration of free time unless prior arrangements have been
made for storage.
DERELICT: For the purpose of this Tariff, “derelict” means any vessel located within the
boundaries of the Port which is forsaken, abandoned, deserted, or cast away, or which in the
opinion of any recognized marine surveyor is unsound, unseaworthy and unfit for its trade or
occupation and which by any substantial evidence of neglect may be considered abandoned.
DOCKAGE: Dockage means the charge assessed against a vessel for berthing at a wharf, pier,
bulkhead structure, or embankment or for mooring to a vessel berthed, or for coming within a
slip.
DOCKAGE PERIOD: The period of time upon which dockage will be assessed shall commence
when the vessel is made fast to an allocated berth or moored, or comes within a slip and shall
continue until such vessel lets go and has vacated the position allocated. No deduction will be
allowed for Sundays, holidays or because of bad weather or other conditions. When a vessel is
shifted directly from one berth to another operated by the Port, the total time at such berths will
be considered together in computing the dockage charge.
FREE TIME: Free time means the specified period during which cargo may occupy space
assigned to it on terminal property free of wharf demurrage or terminal storage charges
immediately prior to the unloading or subsequent to the discharge of such cargo on or off the
vessel.
HANDLING: Handling means the service of physically moving cargo between point of rest and
any place on the terminal facility, other than the end of ship’s tackle.
HOLIDAY(S): Whenever in this Tariff reference is made to holidays, the following are included:
New Year’s Day. . . . . . January 1st
President’s Day. . . . . . 3rd Monday in February
Memorial Day. . . . . . Last Monday in May
Fourth of July. . . . . . . July 4th
Labor Day. . . . . . . . . 1st Monday in September

Alaska Day. . . . . October 18th
Veteran’s Day. . . . November 11th
Thanksgiving Day. . 4th Thursday in November
Christmas Day. . . . December 25th
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LENGTH: For the purpose of this Tariff, “length” means the length overall (LOA) as measured
from the furthermost forward position including booms, spars, gins or any fixed extensions, to
the furthermost after position of the vessel including booms, spars, gins or any fixed extensions.
LOADING AND UNLOADING: Loading and unloading means the service of loading or
unloading cargo between any place on the terminal and trucks, lighters or barges or any other
means of conveyance to or from the terminal facility.
PORT MANAGER: Port Manager means the Port Manager of the Port of Gary Paxton Industrial
Park, Sitka, Alaska or designee.
OPERATOR: For the purpose of the Tariff, “operator” means any lessee of a vessel, and master
or captain who has actual physical use, control and/or possession of a vessel and who is in the
employ of, or who has a contractual relations with the owner.
OVERTIME: The term “overtime” as used in this tariff shall mean that period of time beginning
at 5:00 P.M. and ending at 8:00 A.M., Mondays through Fridays; also any authorized lunch
hours(s).
OWNER: For the purpose of this Tariff, “owner” means the individual, partnership or
corporation holding legal title to the vessel.
PACKAGE: The term “package” shall mean and include any van or container in which cargo is
consolidated or unitized by the carrier for transportation.
PERSON(S): The term “person(s)” as used in this tariff shall mean vessels, agents, owners,
masters, operators, truckers, etc.… It includes but is not limited to natural persons, artificial
persons, corporations, partnerships, organizations and associations; to governments, nations,
states, municipalities and agents and/or instrumentalities thereof.
POINT OF REST: “Point of rest” is defined as that area on the terminal facility which is
assigned for the receipt of inbound cargo from the vessel and from which inbound cargo may be
delivered to the consignee, and that area which is assigned for the receipt of outbound cargo
from shippers for vessel loading.
REGISTRATION: “Registration” means completing a use agreement with all necessary
information concerning the vessel and vessel owner, indicating type and duration of service
required, and full payment of all applicable fees and charges.
RORO: The term “RORO” or roll on-roll off, shall be held to mean wheeled cargo, other than
automobiles and containers/trailers, which can be driven onto or off of a specially constructed
vessel.
STORAGE: “Storage” means the service of providing warehouse or other terminal facilities for
the storage of inbound or outbound cargo after the expiration of free time, including wharf
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storage, shipside storage, closed or covered storage, open or ground storage, bonded storage and
refrigerated storage, after storage arrangements have been made.
TERMINAL: The term “terminal” shall be held to mean those portions of the deep-water marine
terminal(s) and/or dock(s) owned and/or maintained by the Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park
for public use.
TEMINAL OPERATOR: Where the term, “Terminal Operator” is used in this tariff it shall be
held to mean the City and Borough of Sitka. The Port Terminals are neither common carriers
nor public utilities and the Port Manager of the Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park, Sitka,
Alaska is the sole interpreter of this tariff.
TON: The word “ton” as used in this tariff, shall be held to mean a U.S. ton of 2,000 pounds
unless otherwise specified.
TRANSIENT: “Transient” means any vessel using Port facilities on a temporary basis for which
no reservation has been made.
USAGE: Usage means the use of terminal facility by any lighter operator, trucker, shipper or
consignee, its agents, servants, and/or employees, when it performs its own lighter or truck
loading or unloading or the use of said facilities for any other gainful purpose for which a charge
is not otherwise specified.
VESSEL: When the term “vessel” is used in this tariff, it shall mean any floating vessel
including: boats, motor boats, ships, aircraft when waterborne, boathouse, floats, scows, rafts,
pile drivers, barges or any floating structure or object used upon the waterways within the
boundaries of the City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska.
WHARFAGE: Wharfage means a charge assessed against all cargo passing or conveyed over,
onto, or under wharves or between vessels (to or from barge, lighter, or water) or over-side
vessels, when berthed at wharf or when moored in slip adjacent to wharf. Wharfage does not
include other service.

II.

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

This Tariff is published and filed under the Federal Maritime Commission Automated Tariff
Filing Information System as required by law and is; therefore, notice to the public, shippers,
consignees and carriers, that the rates, rules and charges apply to all traffic for which contract
rates have not been arranged.
In addition to the Port Tariff, the public, shippers, consignees and carriers using Port facilities
should consult and be aware of applicable sections of the Sitka General Code shall apply to all
activities at the Port not specifically provided otherwise in this Tariff.
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SCOPE and APPLICATION OF TARIFF
A.

SCOPE

The scope of this tariff applies to all marine terminals (infrastructure and equipment) and
associated operations under the control and responsibility of the City and Borough of
Sitka (CBS) and located within Gary Paxton Industrial Park (GPIP), Sitka, Alaska,
United States. The provisions in this tariff may be supplemented by separate Rules and
Regulations for the Terminal as established by the CBS as well as those applicable
provisions of the Port’s Federally Approved Security Plan and Operations Plan.

B.

APPLICATION TARIFF

The provisions contained within this tariff are applicable to all piers, wharfs, sheds,
yards, buildings, roadways and all Port properties owned and/or operated by the CBS at
the GPIP and specifically to docks, appurtenant structures thereto, and waterways under
the management of the CBS.

C.

TARRIFF EFFECTIVE

The rates, charges, rules and regulations named in this tariff and any additions, revisions
or supplements thereto shall apply to all vessels or users and to all cargo received at
facilities subject to the Tariff on and after the effective date of revisions or supplements
thereto. Unless otherwise specified, all transit cargo received at the Port and undelivered
prior to effective dates of Tariff, revisions or supplements thereto, shall be charged the
rates in effect on the date such cargo was received until entire lot or shipment has been
withdrawn. All revisions to this Tariff become effective upon filing with the Federal
Maritime Commission as an amendment to the GPIP Port Tariff.

D.

ACCEPTANCE OF TARIFF

Use of any Port facilities of the GPIP shall be deemed acceptance of this Tariff and all
terms and conditions named herein.

E.

APPLICATION OF RATES

Except as otherwise provided herein, rates apply per short ton which is U.S. 2,000 lbs. or
per 40 cu. Ft. as rated by ocean carriers, or per 1,000 board feet.
Rates provided for commodities herein are specified and may not be applied by analogy.
If rates are not provided for specific commodities, rates to be applied are those
established for “Cargo N.O.S.”
All rates in this Tariff are subject to CBS sales tax.

F.

RESERVATION OF AGREEMENT RIGHTS

Right is reserved by the CBS to enter into agreements with carriers, shippers, consignees,
and/or their agents concerning rates and services, providing such agreements are
consistent with local, state and federal law governing the civil and business relations of
all parties concerned.
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ACCESS TO TARIFF INFORMATION

The Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park is a publically owned port and functions and
facilitates the movement of commerce from available points to and from locations within
North America. Tariff information is available in paper copy by request.

IV.

VESSELS

DEFINITION: When the term “vessel” is used in this tariff, it shall mean any floating vessel
including: boats, motor boats, ships, aircraft when waterborne, boathouse, floats, scows, rafts,
pile drivers, barges or any floating structure or object used upon the waterways within the
boundaries of the City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska.

A.

RIGHTS RESERVED BY CBS AS PORT OWNER
1.
Movement of Vessel
Whenever necessary for the proper operation of the facility, the Port Manager
may order a vessel to move to such a place as directed at the vessel’s expense.
Any vessel that is not moved promptly upon notice to so move may be shifted and
any expenses involved, damage to vessel or to CBS Port of Gary Paxton Industrial
Park property during such removal, shall be charged to the vessel, along with all
costs for idle labor, crane(s) and equipment resulting from such delay.
Vessels berthing at the terminal shall, at all times, have on board sufficient
personnel to move said vessel in case of necessity for the protection of the ship
and/or other property.

B.

DOCKAGE – Berth Assignment Application

All vessels desiring a berth at the terminal shall, as far in advance of the date of docking
as possible, make application in writing to the Port Manager, specifying the estimated
date and time of arrival and departure. The vessel shall furnish, at the earliest possible
opportunity, and in any event, not later than 12:00 noon prior to the posting of labor
orders for the vessel, a copy of the ship’s stowage plan, hatch list, inward and/or outward
cargo manifest, list of reefer containers, list of dangerous cargo containers, list of
damaged containers, and list of containers and/or cargo requiring special handling.

C.

VESSEL SAFETY
1.
Tug Requirements and Berthing Speed
Vessels berthing or departing piers or wharves subject to this tariff must use
sufficient tugs so that vessel can be berthed or removed in a safe manner.
2.
Tying to Pilings Prohibited
All vessels using the Terminal Dock will use the bits or bullrails. Tying to pilings
is prohibited.
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3.
Crew Required
All vessels using the Terminal Dock will be required to keep aboard a crew of
sufficient size to move the vessel if required.

D.

VESSEL LIABILITY – Claims, Losses, Costs, Expenses

The vessel shall be held liable for claims, losses, costs or expenses by reason of property
damage, personal injury or death which may occur, directly or indirectly as a result of
defective report of hazardous commodities and/or materials, weight, volume, character of
cargo and/or other omission or error in the documentation furnished by the vessel in
compliance with this provision, without regard as to whether such omission(s) are
intentional or accidental.

E.

NOTICE OF RELEASE OF BERTH

When for reasons over which the applicant has not control, it becomes necessary to
cancel or postpone berthing assignments, due notice shall be given sufficiently in
advance (24 hours minimum) to prevent any loss of Dockage charges; otherwise the
Terminal Operator reserves the right to assess against the vessel, owner or operator a
dockage charge of $500.00 and to use the berth for other purposes.

F.

NOTICE TO VACATE BERTH – IDLE VESSELS

Vessels using the terminal facility must agree to work continuously. Vessels will leave
the terminal facility immediately upon completing discharge and loading operation unless
the Terminal Operator grants permission for a later departure. When a vessel is waiting
to use a berth which is occupied by a vessel about to complete its operation, the terminal
will give the vessel on berth advance notice to that effect and request the vessel to vacate
the berth within thirty minutes after completing its loading and/or unloading operation.
Vessels refusing to vacate a berth when requested to do so will be subject to a charge of
$500.00 for each fifteen minute period said berth is occupied and unavailable.

G.

VESSELS DOCKING WITHOUT PERMISSION

The terminal governed by this tariff was purpose-built to conform strictly with the
prevailing commercial and ship requirements of ocean common carriers transporting
break bulk and containerized general cargo in foreign or domestic waterborne trades; and
are not equipped to adequately accommodate other types of vessels, particularly those
designed to carry hazardous bulk liquid commodities in ship lot quantities. Such vessels
shall not be permitted to tie up at the pier without the explicit approval of the Marine
Operations Director or designee, except under declared emergency situations. Vessels,
whether under load or in ballast, docking or making fast to the wharf without the express
permission of the Terminal Operator will immediately be given notice to vacate the berth
and a fine of $2,000 shall automatically be assessed to the owner/operator thereof.

H.

BERTHING NOT EXCLUSIVE

Assignment to berthing is not exclusive, and shall include only the right to dock the
vessel and to assemble and distribute cargo over the dock and transfer bridge. Berthing
assignments are not transferable except with written consent of the Port Manager.
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Berthing assignments shall be revocable by the Port Manager without compensation for
costs incurred thereby to the vessel, upon written notice to the vessel except when
otherwise provided in the assignment.

V.

CARGO

DEFINITION: The term “cargo,” except where specified otherwise by lease or written
agreement, shall mean with respect to containerized cargo, the contents of the containers and the
container itself, whether loaded or empty.

A.

RIGHTS RESERVED BY CBS AS PORT OWNER

1.
RIGHT TO INSPECT
The Terminal Operator may enter upon and inspect any vessel in berth at its terminal to
determine the kind and quantity of cargo thereon, and no person or persons shall hinder,
molest or refuse entrance upon such vessel for the purpose specified.
2.
RIGHT TO REFUSE CARGO
The Port reserves the right without responsibility demurrage, loss or damage attaching, to
refuse to accept, receive or unload or to permit vessels to discharge:
•
•
•
•

Cargo deemed extra offensive, perishable or hazardous.
Cargo for which previous arrangements for space, receiving or handling have not been
made with the Port by shipper, consignee or carrier.
Cargo, the value of which may be determined as less than the probable terminal charge.
Cargo not packed in packages or containers suitable for standing ordinary handling
incident to its transportation. Such cargo, however, may be repacked or reconditioned at
discretion of the Port and all expenses, loss or damage incident thereto shall be for
account of shipper, consignee or carrier.
3.

RIGHT TO MOVE OR REMOVE CARGO

a)
Expiration of Free Time
At the option of the Port, cargo remaining on the wharf or wharf premises after expiration
of free time and cargo shut out at clearance of vessel may be piled or re-piled to make
space, transferred to other locations or receptacles within the wharf premises or removed
to public or private warehouses with all expenses and risk of loss or damage for account
for the owner, shipper, consignee or carrier as responsibility may appear, consignee or
shipper, the Terminal Operator being liable for loss or damage only in case of lack of
ordinary care.
b)
Cargo Posing a Risk
The Terminal Operator may, at its discretion, prohibit or remove cargo or other material,
which in its judgment is likely to damage other property, to another location, at the risk
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and expense of the owner, consignee or shipper, the Terminal Operator being liable for
loss or damage only in case of lack of ordinary care.
c)
Abandoned Cargo
The Terminal Operator reserves the right to remove and dispose of abandoned cargo, in
any manner it deems fit, sixty-days (60) after notice at the risk and expense of the owner.

B.

MANIFESTS

All vessels granted permits to use the Port facilities including dock and
storage/marshalling area shall furnish the Terminal Operator a complete manifest
certifying the tonnage of cargo, including weight of vehicle crossing the transfer bridge
onto or from the dock, and the dimensions of materials or vehicle stored in the storage
area.

C.

POINT OF REST

DEFINITION: “Point of rest” is defined as that area on the terminal facility which is assigned for
the receipt of inbound cargo from the vessel and from which inbound cargo may be delivered to
the consignee, and that area which is assigned for the receipt of outbound cargo from shippers
for vessel loading.
All cargo must be placed at the designated point of rest. The Terminal Operator reserves the
right, upon failure of the proper party to move cargo to the designated point of rest, after notice,
to move the cargo to another location, at the risk and expense of the owner of the cargo or the
carrier or person who has custody of said cargo.

D.

CARGO HANDLED OVERSIDE OF VESSEL

Cargo transferred directly between vessels berthed at wharf, but not using facilities of the wharf
in its transfer, or cargo received by vessel or discharged into water, to barges, boats or other
vessel, while vessel is berthed at wharf, will be assessed Half Wharfage, named in this Tariff.

E.

FREE TIME

DEFINITION: Free time means the specified period during which cargo may occupy space
assigned to it on terminal property free of wharf demurrage or terminal storage charges
immediately prior to the unloading or subsequent to the discharge of such cargo on or off the
vessel.
1.
COMPUTING FREE TIME:
Free time is inclusive of Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. Free time starts on the
day the cargo is delivered to or received by the Terminal.
Free time period: Free time of 1 day will be allowed on all inbound traffic.
Free time of 1day will be allowed on all outbound traffic.
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The following days shall not be included in the computation of free time:
(1) Day(s) while vessel is loading and/or discharging cargo.
(2) Day(s) observed as holidays by the City and Borough of Sitka:
New Year’s Day. . . . . . January 1st
President’s Day. . . . . . 3rd Monday in February
Memorial Day. . . . . . Last Monday in May
Fourth of July. . . . . . . July 4th
Labor Day. . . . . . . . . 1st Monday in September

F.

Alaska Day. . . . . October 18th
Veteran’s Day. . . . November 11th
Thanksgiving Day. . 4th Thursday in November
Christmas Day. . . . December 25th

DANGEROUS AND HAZARDOUS CARGOS

1.
Dangerous Cargos
It shall be unlawful for any person to handle, transport, load, discharge, stow, or retain
any dangerous cargo on any vessel at the Port Terminal, unless such person shall have
fully complied with the provisions of the federal regulations entitled “EXPLOSIVES OR
OTHER DANGEROUS ARTICLES ON BOARD VESSELS,” as amended or
promulgated by the Secretary of Commerce pursuant to Sec. 4472, as amended, US
Revised Statutes (46 U.S.C. 170) and entitled “U.S. COAST GUARD TANK VESSEL
REGULATIONS,” as amended, promulgated pursuant to Sec. 4417a of the U.S. Revised
Statutes (46 U.S.C. 391a), and any other applicable local, state, or federal laws or
regulations.
2.
Hazardous Materials
Shippers of dangerous articles are required to
• Obtain permission from the Terminal Operator before such cargo shall be received
on or transferred at the terminal.
• Comply with all rules and regulations published in this tariff with specific attention
to Items 1, 2, and 3 below.
• Procure and provide copies of all necessary permits from proper authorities
(1)
Documentation and Labeling
Shipments of dangerous and hazardous cargoes moving via the Marine Terminals of the
Port must be documented, marked, labeled, and/or placarded according to the United
States Department of Transportation regulations as per the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) parts 100-199, with special attention to Part 172.
Port users who offer hazardous materials for transportation are required to provide the following
information: define who should receive this information?
•
•
•

Complete shipper’s name and address and, where possible, telephone number in case of
emergency.
Carrier’s name and address.
Complete consignee’s name and address, including the overseas port of destination on
export shipments.
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The proper shipping name. This means the technical name of the product involved as
listed in the Regulations under U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 49, Part
172.101 (Hazardous Materials Table).
Hazardous class of material being shipped under federal definitions.
Quantity of the material, kinds and number of containers and individual weights or total
weight.
Properly documented special instructions, exceptions and exemption information, if
required.
Shipper’s certification is required per federal regulations. The exact wording is as
follows: CONFIRM
“THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE NAMED MATERIALS ARE
PROPERLY CLASSIFIED, DESCRIBED, PACKAGED, MARKED AND
LABELED, AND ARE IN PROPER CONDITION FOR TRANSPORTATION
ACCORDING TO THE APPLICABLE REGULATIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION.”
(This certification must be legibly signed.)
(2)
Explosives and Radioactive Materials
Neither class 1 (explosive) nor class 7 (radioactive) hazardous cargoes may remain on the
terminal beyond what is necessary to transfer the cargo from the vessel or to the vessel.

(3)
Flammable Cargos
Users, shippers, consignees, and persons in charge of vessels will be held responsible for the
following:
• Providing steam or other heating means to assure proper flow of petroleum products
requiring such heat.
• Removal of temporary lines upon completion of receipt or discharge of flammable
liquids.
• Preventing or containing any and all spillage or leakage associated with the receipt or
discharge of their cargo(s).
• Cleaning all petroleum products from lines located on or adjacent to the petroleum
terminal after vessel completes loading or discharge, unless otherwise authorized by the
Port Manager.

G.

PROHIBITED CARGOS

The Port of GPIP shall determine what other cargos shall be deemed prohibited at
terminals based upon classification or type. In the event of classification dispute, the
decision of the Port Manager will be final.

H.
•

CLAIMS – DAMAGE AND SHORTAGES

Damaged cargo will NOT be accepted at the Terminal warehouse unless accompanied by
completed claim forms.
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Claims for visual damages and/or shortages must be noted on original bill or before
consignee leaves Terminal. Actual claims must be filed at the Port within ten (10) days of
delivery of said cargo.
Notice of concealed damages must be made within twenty-four (24) hours and actual
claim filed at the Port within fifteen-days (15).

NOTE: The Port of GPIP is responsible ONLY for cargo that its duly authorized
representative has inspected and/or checked – noting all exceptions to good order of said
cargo.

I.

•
•
•
•
•
•

CARGO AT OWNER’S RISK

Cargo that, because of its inherent nature is subject to deterioration, shrinkage, oxidation,
wastage, or decay and glass, liquids and fragile articles will be accepted only at owner’s
risk for loss or damage that may occur despite accepted practices for the care of the
cargo.
Cargo on open ground is at owner’s risk for loss or damage;
Glass, liquids and fragile articles will be accepted only at owner’s risk for breakage,
leakage or chafing;
Perishable goods such as fish and food products are at owner’s risk for loss or damage;
Cargo subject to freezing will be accepted only at owner’s risk;
Watercraft berthed at the Port, are at owner's risk for loss or damage. This includes
vessels, if and when permitted by the Port Manager or his authorized agent to be moored
alongside berthed vessels; and
Timber and log or lumber rafts, and all watercraft, if and when permitted to be moored in
slips, at moorage dolphins, at wharves or alongside vessels are at owner’s risk for loss or
damage.

J.

ACCEPTANCE AND HANDLING OF LIVESTOCK

The acceptance and handling of livestock shall be subject to special arrangements with
Terminal Operator, and governed by rules and regulations of the Federal, State, and Local
authorities.

K.

LIMITS OF LIABILITY

No provisions contained in this Tariff shall limit or relieve the Port Owner from liability
for its own negligence nor require any person, vessel or lessee to indemnify or hold
harmless the Port Owner from liability for its own negligence.

VI.

USE OF PORT FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
A.

ACCEPTANCE OF TARIFF

Use of Port Facilities shall be deemed as acceptance of the terms and
conditions named in this tariff.
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GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS – COMPLIANCE

The use of the terminal by any person (including vessel operators, truckers, crew
members of ships, passengers, spectators, officers or employees of persons using the
facility) is conditional upon strict adherence to all applicable rules and regulations of the
federal, state and local government, including the Department of Agriculture, the
Customs Service, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of
Transportation, and other federal, state, or municipal agencies.
Persons found NOT in full conformity with standards promulgated by the abovementioned governmental agencies will be barred from the facility.

C.

INSURANCE

The rates, charges, rules/regulations named in this tariff, and the services offered or
provided by the CBS at the terminals and facilities governed by this tariff do not include
insurance of any kind.
The Port reserves the right to request insurance certificates for various activities,
operations, cargoes or passengers involving the terminal and to request the terminal be
additionally insured.

D.

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY AND/OR PERSONAL INJURY

Vessels, their owners, agents, cargo interests and/or other responsible parties shall be
held liable for all claims, losses, costs or expenses by reason of property damage,
personal injury or death which may occur, directly or indirectly as the result of
overweight or improperly stowed containers, or owing to defective reporting of
hazardous commodities, weight, volume, character of cargo and/or any other omission or
error in the documentation furnished by the vessel, its owners, agents, cargo interests or
other parties, without regard as to whether such omission(s) are intentional or accidental.
Such person to comply with said rules and regulations shall regard entry upon or
docking at the terminal by any person as constituting an agreement.

E.

PUBLIC ACCESS

The Port’s marine terminal(s) and associated property is not a public thoroughfare and all
persons entering thereon do so at their own risk. Entry upon or docking at the terminal
by any person shall be regarded as constituting an agreement by such person to
comply with the rules and regulations defined in this tariff. The Port Manager
reserves the right to refuse admittance to Port Facilities and to require the removal from
the premises of any person for any reason whatsoever.
No person shall enter the Terminals except:
(1) Such persons and their bona fide employees as may be authorized by law and
permitted by the Port Manager to engage in the activities for which the Terminal
has been provided;
(2) Duly authorized representatives or employees of the Port of GPIP or its
contractors;
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(3) Representatives or employees of local, state and federal government or
political subdivisions thereof duly authorized by law to enter thereon;
(4) Other persons granted permission to enter thereon by the Port Manager.

F.

PARKING

Representatives of the vessel and all persons having business with it or with the terminal
shall not be allowed to park vehicles on the premises without express permission of the
terminal.
When such permission is granted, parking of privately owned vehicles will be permitted
only within those areas so designated by the CBS/GPIP, and shall be entirely at the risk
of the owner and/or the operator of the vehicle. The Port Manager or an authorized
representative reserves the right to remove all vehicles not property parked at the owner’s
risk and expense.

G.

SMOKING PROHIBITED

NO smoking shall be allowed on any wharf, pier, or in any warehouse or transit shed
except in approved areas specifically designated for that purpose. Persons violating this
rule may be barred, at the discretion of the Port Manager, from further use of any wharf
or port facility, and, in addition, shall be subject to prosecution under applicable local,
state, and federal laws.

H.

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS AND WASTE OIL

No gasoline, distillates or other liquid petroleum products, other than lubricating oils may
be stored, handled, dispensed, kept or used at the Terminals, except at such places and
under such conditions as may be specified by the Port Manager.

I.

DISCHARGE OF SEWAGE, GRAY WATER, DIRTY BALLAST, OTHER

Federal and State law strictly prohibit pumping untreated sewage into the waters of the
Port of GPIP and Silver Bay or the waters of Sitka Sound. The discharge of grey water,
dirty ballast, or other fluids deemed prohibited by the Port Manager while berthed at Port
of GPIP facilities is prohibited. A discharge by vessels utilizing treatment equipment
approved by Federal Standards of the United States is permitted under the authority of the
Port Manager. In the event of a classification dispute, the decision of the Port Manager
will be final.

J.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLEANING

All vessels, their operators and agents, and all other users of the Terminal shall be held
responsible for cleaning of the property that they have been allowed to use. If such users
do not property clean the facilities or property they have been using, the Port Manager
shall order the property cleaned and bill the users responsible at cost plus twenty-five
percent (25%).

K.

NO POSTING OR DEFACEMENT

No person shall write or post any written or printed matter in any place within or on any
Port facility or structure without obtaining permission from the Port Manager.
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REFUSE/WASTE MATERIALS

Discarding of any refuse materials or other debris into slips or channels or on the
Terminals is strictly prohibited. Violators who do not remove refuse or debris upon
demand by the Port Manager shall be charged for the expense of removal.
Refuse, trash or other waste materials, must upon demand, be removed from the container
marshaling yard, apron, or other areas within the confines of the facility by the person or
persons placing it there; otherwise it will be removed at the expense of the party
responsible.
No refuse or waste materials of any kind shall be dumped overboard from vessels or
wharves.

M.

WEIGHT LIMITATIONS ON USE OF PORT EQUIPMENT

The weight limit of the Port Terminal and Barge Facility is XX tons, gross. No single
unit of cargo or trailered combination of cargo is permitted to use the facility if it exceeds
these weight limits. What about weight limit on roads?

VII. PROTECTION FOR CBS AS PORT OWNER
A.

DAMAGE TO PORT PROPERTY

Vessels, their owners, agents and all other users of the terminal(s) named herein shall be
held liable for any damage to said facilities resulting from their use of same.
The Port reserves the right to repair, contract for repair, or otherwise cause to be repaired,
any and all damages to docks, wharves, transit sheds, utilities and hoisting/shuttling
equipment caused by vessels, their owners and/or agents, stevedores or other parties and
hold them responsible for payment of associated costs.
Vessels found to have damaged any of the aforementioned properties; the Port may
detain utilities or equipment until sufficient security has been posted to cover the actual
or estimated financial liability for such damages.
In the event any damage is done to the wharf or any structures or equipment at the
Terminals, the person to whom the berthing is assigned or by whom it is being used and
the master, owner, operator or agent of any watercraft, vehicle or instrumentally involved
in such damage shall make a full report to the Port Manager, including date and hour
damage occurred, names, addresses and descriptions of witnesses and other persons,
watercraft or instrumentalities involved in the damage, and all other available facts and
information.
All persons to whom any facilities have been assigned shall be responsible and liable to
the Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park for any damage occurring to such property during
their occupancy and/or use, except damage caused by the negligence of the Port of Gary
Paxton Industrial Park, its officers, agents and employees.
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Responsibility FOR DELAY DAMAGE OR LOSS

Subject to the provisions of this tariff, officers, agents and employees of the Port of GPIP,
or any subsidiaries thereof, shall not be liable for the delay, damage or loss to any
watercraft or to any merchandise or cargo at the Terminal resulting from any cause
whatsoever unless it is established that such cause was due to its failure to exercise
reasonable care.
1.
Liability of Terminal Operator
The Terminal Operator shall not be liable for loss or damage to cargo, cargo, containers,
equipment or vehicles at the terminal, other than loss or damage caused by the negligence
of the Terminal Operator.
In no event shall the Terminal Operator be liable for loss or damage to cargo, cargo
containers, equipment or vehicles at the terminal unless notice specifying the nature of
the loss or damage is given in writing before or at the time of the delivery of goods into
the custody of the person entitled to delivery. In the event the loss or damage is not
apparent, this notice must be given within ten (10) days of delivery. This notice in
writing need not be given if the state of the goods has been the subject of joint survey or
inspection at the time of their receipt.
Further the Terminal Operator shall not be liable for any delay, loss or damage to cargo
caused by fire, frost, heat, dampness, leakage, the elements, wastage or decay; nor will it
be liable for any delay, loss or damage caused by insurrection, riot, strike or labor
stoppage, except to the extent that any of the aforesaid injury results from negligent acts
or omissions of the Terminal Operator, its employees or agents.
2.

Limits on Liability

a)
Limit on Value
In no event shall the Terminal Operator be liable for any loss or damage to cargo,
cargo or containers in an amount exceeding Five Hundred Dollars (US $500) per
package or in case of goods not shipped in packages, per customary cargo unit,
unless:
b)
Notice
Notice describing the nature of the goods and declaring a higher value is delivered
to the terminal Port Manager or his designee prior to commencement of any
services by the Terminal Operator, and
c)
Charge
A charge in the amount of one percent (1%) of the declared value of each package
or customary cargo unit is paid to the Port in addition to any other charges due.
d)
Claims for Loss or Damage
The Terminal Operator shall not be responsible for any loss or damage where the
value of goods has been fraudulently misstated.
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Damaged cargo will NOT be accepted at the Terminal warehouse unless
accompanied by completed claim forms.
Claims for visual damages and/or shortages must be noted on original bill or
before consignee leaves the Terminal. Actual claims must be filed at the Port
within ten (10) days of delivery of said cargo.
Notice of concealed damages must be made within twenty-four (24) hours and
actual claim filed at the Port within fifteen (15) days.
NOTE: The Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park is responsible ONLY for cargo
that is duly authorized representative has inspected and/or checked – noting all
exceptions to good order of said cargo.
e)
Strikes, Work Stoppages…
The Terminal Operator shall not be liable for any delay, loss or damage arising
from strikes, work stoppages or other collective bargaining action, except to the
extent that any of the aforesaid injury results from negligent acts of omissions of
the Terminal Operator, its employees or agents.
f)
Use by Independent Contractor
The Port shall not be liable for loss or damage at the Terminal caused by use of
the Port’s equipment by an independent contractor other than loss or damage
caused by negligence of the Port.

C.

INDEMNIFICATION

The use of the facilities at the Port of GPIP by any person or vessel for any purpose
constitutes an agreement between the CBS and such user that the user agrees for itself, its
successors and assigns, by operation of law or otherwise to hold harmless the City and
Borough of Sitka and the State of Alaska and assume full responsibility for, and to
defend, pay or otherwise settle any and all claims, demands, actions or causes of damage
or injury to any and all persons or property arising out of such use by the user. Such user
further agrees to release and discharge the City and State, including any department or
agency thereof, their agents and successors, executors, administrators or assigns, from
any and all liability, claims, demands, actions or causes of action, of every nature
whatsoever arising out of such use by the user, and to indemnify and hold harmless the
City and State, including any department or agency thereof, their agents, successors or
assigns, from any loss or damage suffered by reason of such use by the user.

VIII. PORT OPERATIONS – RULES AND REGULATIONS
A.

SAFETY AND SECURITY

All parties using Port Facilities are required to observe and conform to any and all local,
state and federal laws, ordinances and regulations and shall remain responsible for any
violations of said regulations.
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When in the sole judgment of the Port Manager security officers are required, they shall
be furnished at the expense of the vessel.
1.
Fire Extinguisher Requirements:
(a) Fire extinguishers in operating condition must be readily available on all
welding, cutting, or open flame equipment being used on vessels.
(b) Fire extinguishers in operating condition must be readily available on all
machines, cranes, and welders used on the pier or within the Terminal.
2.
Animals
All dogs or other animals will at all times be under the physical control of the
owner or person in charge of the animal in accordance with Sitka General Code
8.04.031.
3.
Stoves, Fires, Heating Equipment, Flames, Etc.:
No person shall leave a stove or other heating equipment in unattended operation
on a vessel berthed at the Port unless such equipment has been certified as safe for
such unattended use.
No person shall leave any vessel berthed at the Port unattended while fire or open
flame is burning thereon.
No cutting or welding or use of open flame shall be allowed on any boat
undergoing repairs at any Port facility except in an area especially designated for
such repair. However, at the Port Manager’s discretion, this requirement may be
waived provided adequate fire-fighting equipment is physically located where the
welding project is taking place.
No person shall use any fire-fighting equipment located in the Port for the
purpose of pumping fire suppressant water into vessels for any purpose other than
extinguishing fires.
Any use of Port fire extinguishers must immediately be reported to the Port
Manager.

B.

PORT INFRASTRUCTURE AND EQUIPMENT
1.
Utilities
No person shall tap, connect, disconnect or interfere with any water outlet, water
pipe, water connection, telephone equipment, electrical devise or other utility
infrastructure of any kind within Port facilities without first obtaining permission
from the Port Manager.
2.
Port Equipment and Facilities
No person shall remove or disturb any Port equipment or facilities; except fire
extinguishers in a fire emergency.
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INSPECTION OF RECORDS

The records of the vessel’s agent, stevedore, and/or labor contractor shall be open to
inspection by the Port Manager at reasonably convenient times for the purpose of
determining compliance with the provisions of this tariff.

D.

PORT CLOSURES

The Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park is a year-round operated port based upon
conditions of safe navigation, placement of navigation aids and recommendations and
regulations as set forth by the government of the United States. The Marine Operations
Port Manager/Harbor Master shall notify applicants for use of the terminal, at the earliest
possible time, if for any reason the Port will be closed.

E.

STEVEDORING

All stevedoring (loading, handling, or discharging of vessels, as well as line handling for
the purposes of mooring or letting go of vessels) will be arranged by the vessel or its
agent, subject to the rules and regulations of the Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park. All
work must be performed in a manner satisfactory to the Port Manager – from a safety
standpoint, but the Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park assumes no responsibility for the
performance of such work. The stevedoring contractor must have been approved by the
Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park after paying the required License fee below and
having given satisfactory evidence of financial responsibility including insurance to cover
potential liabilities for damage to cargo, property of the Port of Gary Paxton Industrial
Park, property of others and personal injury and death claims. Such coverage will not
extend to actions resulting from the Port’s own negligence.
1.
Care in Performance of Operations
The Stevedore shall exercise care in the performance of its operations in order to
prevent injury or death of any person and damage to or destruction or loss of
property.
2.
Compliance with Fire and Safety Precautions
The Stevedore shall take all necessary safety and fire precautions and comply
with recognized commercial and marine safety practices, procedures and
regulations.
3.
Independent Contractors
In any service relationship the Port and the Stevedore shall be independent
contractors, each to the other, and shall not be agents or employees, one for the
other, for any purpose.

F.

LABOR ARRANGEMENTS

The vessel or vessel’s agent shall be responsible for selecting and arranging for whatever
labor it may desire at its expense, subject only to the requirement that the Port Manager
must be advised in advance as to said labor arrangements and the certificate of insurance
for all laborers must be presented for the Port Manager’s approval in advance of the
berthing of the vessel.
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PAYMENT OF CHARGES

Agents or representatives will be held fully responsible for all charges attributable to their
actions on behalf of their principals in arranging services, facilities, equipment or other
chargeable items, in accord with the rates therefore published in this tariff.
The Terminal Operator reserves the right to deny anyone the use of any terminal until all past
due accounts are paid.

A.

PAYMENT DUE

Charges of the Port shall become due and payable upon presentation of invoice, except as
hereinafter specified.

B.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR CHARGES

All charges named in this tariff will be assessed against cargo, when not absorbed by the
vessel, and are due from the owner, shipper or consignee of the cargo. On transit cargo in
connection with other carriers, however, these charges, and any charges accrued against
said cargo and of which the vessel, its owners or agents have been apprised, will be
collected from and payment of same must be guaranteed by the vessel, its owners or
agents. The use of the wharf by a vessel, its owners or agents, shall be deemed
acceptance and acknowledgement of this guarantee.

C.

CREDIT

Any terminal user doing business under this tariff may apply for credit. Credit, which is
extended at the discretion of the Terminal Operator, requires payment within twenty days
of the invoice date. Failure to pay credit accounts within twenty days shall result in
cancellation of credit privileges and the reestablishment of cash terms. If payment is not
received within forty-five days, the name of the responsible party will be placed on a
delinquent list and such party shall be denied further use of the facility until all
outstanding charges have been paid. Invoices not paid within thirty days are subject to a
one and one-half percent (1 ½%) service charge per month. The right is reserved by the
Terminal Operator to apply any payment received against the oldest outstanding invoices.

D.

GUARANTEE OF PAYMENT

The vessel or agent who arranges the berthing of a ship agrees to guarantee and pay
(unless the vessel or agent otherwise notifies the Port in writing prior to the arrival of the
ship), all terminal charges that are assessed against the vessel in accordance with the
terms and conditions specified in this tariff.

E.

PREPAID CARGO

Right is reserved by the Terminal Operator to require prepayment of all charges on
perishable cargo or cargo of doubtful value, and on all Household Goods (not new),
Emigrant’s Movables, Personal Effects, Livestock and Ore Samples.
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DEPOSIT

The Terminal Operator may, at its discretion, require a deposit of sufficient funds in U.S.
Dollars to cover all charges, when the written guarantee for payment of such charges is
not provided upon request, and/or where the shipping line, agent, person or persons
involved are not on the approved credit list of the terminal – or if the parties representing
such cargo or vessel have habitually been on the delinquent payment list.

G.

COLLATERAL AGAINST PAYMENT(S) DUE

1.
Maritime Lien
The Terminal Operator further reserves the right to withhold delivery of any cargo until
all accrued Port charges have been paid in full. The Terminal Operator shall have a
maritime lien upon the vessel, its cargo and cargos for all unpaid charges due the
Terminal Operator.
2.
Right to Sell Cargo for Unpaid Charges
Cargo on which unpaid terminal charges have accrued may be sold to satisfy charges and
costs provided owner has been given notice to pay charges and to remove said cargo and
has neglected or failed to comply.

H.

COLLECTION OF PAYMENT(S) OWED

Accounts referred to an attorney or an agency for collection shall be subject to a fifteen
percent (15%) surcharge and additional court costs if incurred. In addition to any other
rights recognized by law, the right is reserved by the Terminal Operator to withhold
delivery of any goods, on

I.

MINIMUM BILLING CHARGE

All invoices issued by the Port/CBS for any service or combination of services as
provided in this tariff shall be subject to a minimum billing charge of five dollars ($5.00)
per invoice.

X.

PORT USER’S REQUESTS AND COMPLAINTS
The Port shall promptly and fairly consider Port user’s requests and complaints provided
they are submitted in writing to the Port at the address listed in the tariff record.
When the action of the Port in response to a shipper’s request or complaint requires tariff
change, no such change will be retroactive.

RATES AND CHARGES

A.

MINIMUM CHARGES

Except as otherwise provided herein, the minimum charge for any single shipment shall
be:
WHARFAGE:
$25.00
DEMURRAGE:
$25.00
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$25.00
$25.00

RATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Rates for services are subject to change when costs of services are increased by demands
not reasonably within the control of the Port of GPIP.

C.

D.

NAVIGATION
1.

Pilotage
Based on Gross Tonnage and Hours. Paid by shipping line to Port.

2.

Tug Services
Based on Number of tugs and Gross tonnage of vessel. Paid by shipping
line to Port/Tug owner.

3.

Ancillary Services
Various. Paid by shipping line to Port.

DOCKAGE

DEFINITION: Dockage means the charge assessed against a vessel for berthing at a wharf, pier,
bulkhead structure, or bank or for mooring to a vessel berthed, or for coming within a slip.
Dockage charges are assessed on the Length-Over-All (LOA) of the vessel. LOA is defined as
the linear distance, in feet, from the most forward point at the prow to the aftermost part of the
stern of the vessel, measured parallel to the base line of the vessel.
NOTE: LOA of the vessel as published in “Lloyds Register of Shipping” will be used to
determine LOA and when not published, the Port reserves the right to:
a) Obtain the LOA from the vessel’s register, or
b) Measure the vessel
Except as otherwise provided below, dockage rates per foot per 24-hour with a minimum
charge of $80.00.
1.
Commercial Vessels
Vessels not using a terminal to discharge or load cargo shall be assessed Dockage
at the rates appearing in the table below. Permission for such Dockage shall be at
the discretion of the Port Manager. Rates are expressed in U.S. Dollars per
twenty-four hour period or fraction thereof.
a. Vessels under 80’ overall length
b. Vessels over 80’ to 150’ overall length
c. Vessels over 150’ overall length

$1.03
$1.75
$2.63

Water, electrical and sewage services are available at an additional cost.
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2.
Bulk Water Vessels
A vessel at berth for the purpose of loading bulk or bottled water, which
originates from Blue Lake, will not pay a dockage fee for the first 48 hours. After
the first 48 hours, regular dockage rates will apply.

E.

WHARFAGE

DEFINITION: Wharfage means a charge assessed against all cargo passing or conveyed
over, onto, or under wharves or between vessels (to or from barge, lighter, or water) or
over-side vessels, when berthed at wharf or when moored in slip adjacent to wharf.
Wharfage is solely the charge for use of wharf and does not include other service.
Except as noted, rates named below are in U.S. dollars and cents per U.S. ton or 2,000
pounds. Rates apply to the amount of cargo transferred over the Port of Gary Paxton
Industrial Park Transfer Bridge from a single docking of one vessel.
Handling charges are by special arrangement with terminal use permit holders.
1.

EXEMPTIONS

a)
Ship’s Stores and Fuel
Ship’s stores, fuel handled over-side vessel and repair materials and supplies, all
when intended for vessel’s own use, consumption or repairs, will be exempt from
assessment of wharfage unless wharf/Port employees are required for such
supplies or stores as may be received or unloaded on wharf.
b)
Ballast, Dunnage Lumber, Etc.
Ballast, dunnage lumber or materials ostensibly not for use in stowage of cargo
loaded at the wharves of the Port and lining lumber for use in lining vessels for
bulk commodities, will not be considered as ship’s stores and shall be subject to
wharfage and such other charges as may be incurred.
c)
Terms Under Contract
Wharfage rates do not apply where individual wharfage rates are defined in
separate contracts between the Port of Gary Paxton Industrial Park, City and
Borough of Sitka or Gary Paxton Industrial Park Industrial Park with tenants or
long-term customers.
2.
SPECIFIC RATES PREVAIL
Rates provided for specific commodities shall prevail over any general N.O.S.
rate.
3.
SCHEDULE OF STANDARD RATES
Except as otherwise specifically provided, rates are in dollars per ton of 2,000
pounds or per 40 cubic feet.
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Cargo NOS: $4.50
Containers Empty:
o 20’ or less in length: $25.00 each
o More than 20’ in length: $50.00 each
Containers Full:
o 20’ or less in length: $75.00
o More than 20’ in length: $100.00
Outbound Seafood Products: $6.00
Rock, Sand, Gravel: $2.00
Hazardous/Contaminated Materials: $10.00

DEMURRAGE

DEFINITION: “Demurrage” means a charge assessed against cargo remaining in or on
terminal facilities after the expiration of free time unless prior arrangements have been
made for storage.
After expiration of free time, wharf demurrage rates will be assessed by the operator or
operators selected by the Port to provide this service upon request.
EXCEPTION – Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays are not used in computation of
wharf demurrage except for frozen cargo not in refrigerated units.
Containers 20’ or less in length:
Containers more than 20’:
Non-containerized cargo:

G.

$3.00/day
$6.00/day
$0.02/sf/day

STORAGE

DEFINITION: “Storage” means the service of providing warehouse or other terminal
facilities for the storage of inbound or outbound cargo after the expiration of free time,
including wharf storage, shipside storage, closed or covered storage, open or ground
storage, bonded storage and refrigerated storage, after storage arrangements have been
made. Storage is the charge assessed for pre-arranged use of space in the storage area
after the expiration of free time.
The Port may make available a limited area of uplands for storage and/or marshalling of
cargo, cargo containers, or related equipment.
1.
Reservation for Storage
When Permitted by the Port Manager and such space is available, areas of storage
space may be reserved for the storage of goods or articles for periods of not less
than thirty-days (30). All storage subject to availability with location, placement,
and arrangements to be at the discretion of the Port Manager.
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2.
Special Lease – Lease Fees
Special lease agreements can be made on specified areas for a fixed rental
payment thereon.
3.
Storage Charges
Rental rates for storage of general cargo, other than by special lease agreement,
shall be $0.15 per square foot per month, subject to the following conditions:
4.
Gross Area
No space will be rented the gross area of which is less than 250 square feet.
a)
Monthly Charges
Monthly charges shall be paid in advance.
b)
Minimum Charges
Storage charges shall be for thirty days (30) minimum, with charges prorated on a
per-day basis after the thirty days (30).

H.

STANDBY TIME

Except as otherwise provided, when the Port is required to order labor for a specific
service, and through no fault or inability of the Port, the work or service is not
commenced causing standby time to accrue or when work or service after
commencement is delayed through no fault of the Port for a period of fifteen (15)
consecutive minutes or more, the applicable charges plus an administrative charge not to
exceed 30%, will be assessed against the part for whom labor was ordered. In computing
costs of man-hour time, less than fifteen (15) minutes will be considered delay time and
charges computed from cessation of work until resumption of work will be assessed in
units of fifteen (15) minutes, except that no charge will be made for the final fifteen (15)
minutes if work commences within the first seven (7) minutes of such period.

I.

UNCONTROLLED DELAYS – NO WAIVER OF CHARGES

Delays in loading, unloading, receiving, delivering or handling of cargo as a result of
combinations, riots, or strikes or arising from any other cause not reasonably within the
control of the Port will not excuse the owners, shippers, consignees, or carriers of the
cargo from full wharf demurrage or other Terminal charges or expenses that may be
incurred under conditions stated herein.

J.

MISCELLANEOUS
1.
Fresh and/or Potable Water (excluding bulk water for export)
The following charges will be made for furnishing water to vessels berthed at
Terminals subject to this tariff:
•$0.75 per 1,000 gal. - 0 to 33,300 ($25.00 minimum)
•$0.70 per 1,000 gal. - 33,301 to 90,000
•$0.60 per 1,000 gal. - 90,001 to 270,000
•$0.50 per 1,000 gal. - 270,001 to 410,000
•$0.30 per 1,000 gal. - 410,001 to 800,000
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Electricity Rates
30 amp - $6/day

100 amp 3 phase - $20/four hours
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Equivalents & Conversions

1 US Gallon Water
1 Acre Foot

=8.33 Pounds
=325,851 US gallons

=3.7854 Liters
=1,233,476.375 Liters

2

Commodities For Which Specific Rates Are Provided
Automobiles & Vehicles
Containers on Chassis

Containers
1Freight

NOS

Fish & Fish Products
Rock & Sand

General Rules & Regulations
1. Notice to Public: This tariff, reviewed by the Gary Paxton Industrial Park (GPIP) Board of Directors,
through the approval of the City and Borough of Sitka (CBS) Assembly, is notice to the public, to
shippers, to consignees and to carriers that the rates, charges, rules and regulations apply to all traffic
without specific notice, quotation to, or (except as may hereinafter be specified) arrangement with
shippers or carriers.
2. Tariff Effective: The rates, charges, rules and regulations named in this tariff, additions, revisions or
supplements thereto shall apply on all freight received at the terminals or wharves of the GPIP on and
after effective date of this tariff or effective dates of additions, revisions or supplements thereto.
3. Rates Subject to Change: Rates for services are subject to change when costs of services are increased by
demands not reasonably within the control of the GPIP.
4. Use of Terminals & Docks Deemed Acceptance of Tariff: Use of the wharves or the terminal facilities of
the GPIP shall be deemed acceptance of this tariff and the terms and conditions named therein.
5. Adherence to Tariff Required of Others: No person, firm or corporation will be allowed to perform any
services on the wharves or at the terminals of the GPIP without the special permit of the Gary Paxton
Industrial Park Director (GPIP Director). Those permitted to perform such services shall, in their relations
to the public, apply, adhere to and be themselves subject to this tariff or additions or supplements thereto
except to the extent specifically relieved by such permit.
6. Specific Commodity Rates Prevail: Unless otherwise accepted, rates provided for specific commodities
will prevail over N.O.S. rates or any general commodity rate.
7. Right of Operation Reserved: Right is reserved by the GPIP to furnish all equipment, supplies and
materials to perform all services in connection with the operation of its terminals and wharves under rates
and conditions named herein.
8. Right to Refuse Freight: The GPIP reserves the right without responsibility for demurrage, loss or damage
attaching, to refuse to accept, receive or unload or to permit vessels to discharge:
1. Freight deemed extra offensive, perishable or hazardous.
2. Freight for which previous arrangements for space, receiving or handling have not been made
with the GPIP Director by shipper, consignee or carrier.
3. Freight, the value of which may be determined as less than the probable terminal charge.
1

NOS = Not Otherwise Specified
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4. Freight not packed in packages or containers suitable for standing ordinary handling incident to
its transportation. Such freight, however, may be repacked or reconditioned at discretion of the
GPIP Director and all expenses, loss or damage incident thereto shall be for account of shipper,
consignee or carrier.
9. Right to Remove, Re-Pile, Transfer or Warehouse Freight:
a. At the option of the GPIP, freight remaining on wharf or wharf premises after expiration of free
time and freight shut out at clearance of vessel may be piled or replied to make space, transferred
to other locations or receptacles within the wharf premises or removed to public or private
warehouses with all expenses and risk of loss or damage for account for the owner, shipper,
consignee or carrier as responsibility may appear.
b. Hazardous or offensive freight or freight which by its nature is liable to damage other freight is
subject at the discretion of the GPIP to immediate removal either from the wharf or wharf premises
with all expenses and risk of loss damage for the account of owner, shipper or consignee.
10. Right to Withhold Delivery of Freight: Right is reserved by the GPIP to withhold delivery of freight until
all accrued terminal charges and advances against said freight have been paid in full.
11. Right to Sell Freight for Unpaid Charges and Sell Perishable Freight: Freight on which owner fails to, or
refuses to pay accrued terminal charges or advances may be sold by the GPIP to satisfy charges or
advances and the cost and expense of sale. Freight of a perishable nature or of a nature liable to damage
other freight or property may be sold at public or private sale without advertising, provided owner has
been given proper notice to pay accrued charges or to remove said freight and has neglected or failed to
comply.
12. Explosives and Inflammables: Explosives and hazardous or highly flammable commodities or materials
may only be handled over or received on the wharves and terminals of the GPIP by special arrangement
with and at the option of the GPIP and subject to federal, state and local rules and regulations.
13. Freight at Owner’s Risk:
1. Glass, liquid and fragile articles will be accepted only at the owner’s risk for
breakage, leakage or chafing.
2. Freight on open ground or on open wharf or in terminal is at owner’s risk for loss or
damage.
3. Perishable goods such as fish or other food products.
14. Delivery Orders: The GPIP will deliver goods only upon presentation of written order of the owner or
carrier or upon surrender of properly endorsed outstanding receipts.
15. Disposition Orders: Goods delivered to dock or warehouse by truck, barge or tender or consigned to the
GPIP must be covered by disposition order, giving description and disposition of goods, whether for
storage or shipment and if for shipment, giving name of loading steamer or line and any demurrage or
other expense incurred through failure to supply such information will be for owner’s account.
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16. Receiving or Delivery Other Than Regular Hours: When shippers wish to deliver or receive cargo or
work on goods in storage during other than regular working hours, arrangements must be made with the
GPIP office during regular hours.
a. October 1st to May 15th: 8 AM to 4 PM Monday through Friday, except Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays.
b. May 16th to September 30th: 8 AM to 5 PM Monday through Saturday, except Sundays and
holidays.
17. Damage: The shipper, owner, consignee, agent or carrier will be responsible for all damage caused by the
same to docks, wharf or warehouses.

Stevedoring Access To, And Operations On, Property of the Gary Paxton Industrial Park
a. Care in the Performance of Operations: The Stevedore shall exercise care in the performance of its
operations in order to prevent injury or death of any person and damage to or destruction or loss of
property whether the GPIP, of the Stevedore or of the vessel being stevedored or any other party.
b. Compliance with Fire and Safety Precautions: The Stevedore shall take all necessary safety and
fire precautions and comply with recognized commercial and marine safety practices, procedures
and regulations.
c. Stevedore and GPIP or Independent Contractors: In any service relationship, the GPIP and the
Stevedore shall be independent contractors, each to the other, and shall not be agents or
employees, one for the other, for any purpose.
d. Stevedore Shall Insure Efficient and Expeditious Vessel Work: In order to insure efficient and
expeditious loading and discharge of vessels and the maximum utilization of the full capacity of
the Gary Paxton Industrial Park’s facilities, the Stevedore shall:
i. Make use of the appropriate facilities and equipment furnished by the GPIP.
ii. Have at least one qualified supervisor present at all times while a vessel is loading
or unloading.
iii. Have at least one responsible officer or representative with full power to make all
operating decisions concerning the stevedoring of vessels at the GPIP at all times
and keep the GPIP informed at all times of how and where such officer or
representative may be contacted by the GPIP.
iv. Cooperate fully with the GPIP in all respects by (a) advising as far in advance as
possible the type of vessel, Master’s estimate of the quantity of cargo to be loaded
or discharged, estimate time to load or discharge and any special problems that may
exist or arise; (b) determining the equipment needed for the operation and; (c)
coordinating sequence and timing of operations for the convenience and efficiency
of the GPIP.
v. Promptly restore terminal working area to a clean, safe and orderly condition on
completion of stevedoring operations.
e. GPIP Shall Supply Facilities and Services:
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i. GPIP shall furnish, subject to the conditions and charges stipulated elsewhere in this
tariff, access for stevedore employees to GPIP property at places and in the manner
as may be approved by the GPIP.
ii. All GPIP equipment and docks utilized by the Stevedore in performing its work is
expressly understood to be under the direction and control of the Stevedore and the
Stevedore is responsible for the operation thereof and assumes all risk for injuries or
damages which may arise or grow out of the use or operation of such equipment. It
is incumbent upon the Stevedore to make a through inspection and satisfy him or
herself as to the physical condition and capacity of the equipment, as well as the
competency of the operator there being no representation or warranty by the GPIP
with respect to such matters.
iii. Stevedore shall report all accidents with or without injury to the GPIP.

iv. All such equipment will be properly used by the Stevedore and not subjected to
abuse or more than normal wear and tear. If there is any such abuse or more than
normal wear and tear, the Stevedore shall pay for the damage to such equipment.

v. Upon termination of the period of use, all such equipment shall be returned to the
GPIP in the same condition as received, normal wear and tear expected.

vi. It shall be incumbent on the Stevedore to make a reasonable inspection of all
accesses permitted to and from a work area and the work areas themselves to satisfy
him or herself that these are safe places for access and the work to be performed.
There is no representations or warranty by the GPIP with respect to such matters.
f. Stevedore Warranty: As a condition to the right to conduct business or operate on GPIP property
the Stevedore shall warrant that all its stevedoring operations shall be conducted at all times with
all necessary labor and equipment under competent supervision, with all proper dispatch and in
good and workmanlike manner and the conduct of such business or operations on GPIP property
shall be deemed to be an offer of such warranty by the Stevedore and its acceptance by the GPIP.
If any breach of these warranties causes or subjects the GPIP to any losses, suits, claims, damages
or liabilities, the Stevedore shall defend, indemnify and save harmless,, and reimburse the GPIP in
respect hereto.
g. Indemnity: Except in the case of the terminal operators own negligence, the Stevedore shall
indemnify and hold harmless the GPIP, it employees and agents from and against any claims,
damages, losses and expenses (including attorney fees) for injury to or death of any of the
Stevedore’s employees, agents and invitees from and against any claims, damages, losses and
expenses (including attorney fees) for injury to or death of any other persons (including employees
of the Gary Paxton Industrial Park Board) which is caused in whole or in part of any negligent act
or omission or breach of these rules by the Stevedore, its employees, agents or anyone else for
whose acts the Stevedore is or may be liable. The Stevedore shall execute and deliver to the GPIP
an indemnity agreement substantially in accord with the terms of this tariff.
h. Insurance:
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i. The Stevedore shall obtain, and shall maintain, the following insurance coverage:
(a) Workman’s Compensation Insurance (including longshoremen and Harbor
Workers Act coverage) under all applicable Federal and State statutes and
municipal ordinances for all the Stevedore’s employees performing its work, and
Employers Liability Insurance (including liability under the Jones Act) in the
amount of not less than $1,000,000. (b) Comprehensive General Liability Insurance
(including coverage for automobile liability, broad form contractual liability and
property in the insured’s care, custody and control against claims for bodily injury,
death or property damage occurring on, in or about the vessel being loaded by the
Stevedorer or the premises of the GPIP and the adjoining areas with limits as to
bodily injury or death and property damage of not less than $5,000,000 for each
occurrence.
ii. The Stevedore shall submit to the GPIP certificates of insurance evidencing the
foregoing coverage and said certificates shall provide that the GPIP is to be given
15 days prior notice of any alteration or cancellation.
18. Relations with Freight Handlers: The term “freight/cargo handler” as used herein is defined to mean any
person, firm or corporation engaged in the handling of freight on the wharves of the terminal company
beyond end of ship’s tackle, whether such person, firm or corporation acts in the capacity of “stevedore”
or “vessel operator or agent.”.
19. Collection and Guaranty of Charges:
i. Wharfage, Loading and Unloading and Miscellaneous Charges: Wharfage, loading and
unloading, when not absorbed by ocean carriers, are due by the owner, shipper or
consignee of the freight. On transit freight in connection with ocean carriers these charges
and any wharf demurrage or miscellaneous charges accrued against said freight and of
which the vessel, its owner or agents have been apprised, will be collected from and
payment of same must be guaranteed by the vessel, it owners and operators. The use of
wharf by a vessel its owners or operators shall be deemed an acceptance and
acknowledgement of this guaranty.
ii. Service and Handling Charges: Where the contract of affreightment established the
responsibility as between the parties thereto for the payment of the Service and Facilities
Charges and/or Handling Charges names in this tariff, such charges shall be determined to
be responsible under the contract of affreightment, but the full amount of such charges shall
be paid by the vessel, its owners or operators, to the GPIP.
Allocation or adjustment of these charges between vessel and cargo shall be made solely
by the parties to the contract of affreightment in accordance with the terms of such
contract.
The term “Contract of Affreightment” as used herein shall mean tariff, charter party,
ocean rate or any other arrangements under which the vessel transports cargo.
20. Terms of Payment: Use of GPIP facilities or service is conditioned upon satisfactory assurances of the
GPIP that applicable charges will be paid when due. All charges are due and payable as they accrue or on
completion of service or use.
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Payment terms are cash unless the GPIP customer, prior to the use of GPIP facilities or services, has
established credit worthiness or has posted adequate security acceptable to the GPIP and has thereby been
relived of cash payment requirements by the GPIP, as set forth in the Supplemental to Application for
Vessel Berth Reservation as published by the GPIP.
No invoice shall be issued by the GPIP for any service or combination of services as provided in this tariff
for less than $25.

21. Prepay Freight: Right is reserved by the GPIP to demand prepayment of all charges as follows:
i. By vessel, its owners or agents, before vessel commences its loading and unloading
operations;
ii. By the owners, shippers or consignee, before freight leaves the custody of the terminal;
iii. GPIP reserves the right to require prepayment of all charges on perishable freight or freight
of doubtful value and on household goods.
22. Interest Charges on Delinquent Invoices: Invoices covering charges in this tariff as issued by the GPIP are
due and payable upon receipt. Any invoices issued for any charge or charges prescribed by this tariff
remaining unpaid for a period of thirty (30) calendar days after the date of invoice are delinquent and shall
be subject to delinquent charge. The delinquent charge is imposed on the total unpaid balance and is one
and one half percent (1.5%) per month on the total unpaid balance thereof; provided, however, that in no
event shall the delinquency charge be higher than the maximum rate allowed by law.
Should it become necessary for the GPIP to institute litigation to effect collection of a delinquent account,
then all expenses incurred by the prevailing party shall be assessed to, and payable by the nonprevailing
party. Such expenses shall include, but are not limited to, reasonable attorney’s fees and all cost of suit.
23. Manifest Required: Masters, owners, agents or operators of vessels are required to furnish a complete
copy of manifest of freight loaded or discharged at the terminals of the GPIP.
24. Regulations Governing Use of Docks, Etc: No logs, timbers, lumber or rafts and no barges, scows,
lighters or water craft may be moored at docks or moored or tied up at the wharves or at any property
without the consent of the GPIP Director. Logs, timbers, rafts, barges, scows or lighters may not be
brought into docks or shore for loading overside vessels without the consent of the GPIP Director and
subject to its regulations as to the number of barges or rafts allowed alongside at one time as to
maintaining clearance in slips.
25. Responsibility Limited: Except in the case of the terminal operator’s own negligence, the GPIP shall not
be responsible for any damage to freight loaded at the facilities covered by this tariff after cargo is
transferred to the water carriers and is removed from the GPIP property.
Except in the case of the terminal operator or stevedoring company’s own negligence, the terminals will
not be responsible for any loss, damage or delay of merchandise, which may arise from any cause beyond
its direct authority and control.
The terminal will not be responsible for any loss or damage caused by fire, frost, heat, dampness, leakage,
or decay; animals, bears, rats, mice or other rodents; moths, weevils or other insects; leakage or discharge
from fire protection system; collapse of buildings or structures; breakdown of plant or machinery or
equipment, or by floats, logs or piling required in breasting vessels away from wharf, nor will be
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answerable for any loss, damage or delay arising from insufficient notification, or from war, insurrection,
shortage of labor, combinations, riots or strikes of nay person or its employ or in the service of other or
from any consequence arising there from.
26. Responsibility for Damages and/or Injury: Except in the case of the terminal operator’s own negligence,
if and when others than the terminal company are permitted to perform services on the wharves or
premises of the terminal company, they shall be liable for the injury of persons in their employ and shall
be held accountable for malicious acts or thefts by themselves or person in their employ.
The provisions of this item are applicable to all persons, corporations, associations, and the like who in
any manner come upon or use the terminal facilities, except to agents or employees of the GPIP. All such
persons, corporations, associations and the like shall be strictly liable and responsible for damage to
property or from damage or injury to, or from the death of any person or persons, which may be caused or
occasioned by any act or omission of such persons or the acts or omissions of their agents or employees.
Except in the case of the terminal operator’s own negligence, all such persons who come upon or use the
terminal facilities shall be deemed to have irrevocably agreed to indemnify the Gary Paxton Industrial
Park for any such loss or damage to persons or property for which a claim is or may be made against the
Gary Paxton Industrial Park, and all such persons shall save and hold the Gary Paxton Industrial Park
harmless from any and all such liability, together with all costs and expenses incurred by the Gary Paxton
Industrial Park in investigating or defending claims thereof, including, but not limited to, court costs,
expert’s fees and attorney’s fees.
27. Reservation of Agreement Rights: The GPIP reserves the right to enter into agreement with carriers,
shippers, and/or their agents concerning rates and services provided such agreements are consistent with
existing local, state and federal laws governing the civil and business relations of all parties concerned.
28. “Hold Harmless” Provision: Except in the case of the terminal operator’s own negligence, all parties
using Gary Paxton Industrial Park dock facilities and dock equipment agree to do so entirely at their own
risk, regardless of conditions and agree to indemnify and hold the Gary Paxton Industrial Park harmless
against any and all liability, damage, loss, cost and expense which may accrue to or be sustained by the
Gary Paxton Industrial Park, its agents and employees on the account of any claim, suit or action made or
brought against the Gary Paxton Industrial Park, its agents and employees, for the death of or injury to
persons or destruction of property involving indemnitor, its employees, agents and representatives,
sustained in connection with the use of said dock facilities and equipment.

Dockage
29. Dockage Definition: The charges assessed against ocean vessels for berthing at a wharf, piling structure,
pier, bulkhead or bank or for mooring to a vessel so berthed.
30. Berth Assignment: Berth Assignment will be issued at the sole discretion of the GPIP Director or
designee to the owners, agents or operators of vessels for use for a specific berth by a specific vessel. No
vessel will be permitted to berth at a wharf or terminal facility of the GPIP without a prior berth
assignment being granted by the GPIP Director or designee. Application for berth assignment must be
made, with a minimum time of twenty four (24) hours in advance of the arrival of vessel and must specify
arrival and departure dates and the nature and quantity of the cargo to be loaded or discharged.
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31. Basis for Computing Charges: Dockage charges shall be based on the overall length of the vessel as
published in the most current edition of Lloyd’s Register of Shipping at the time the vessel is berthed.
Should length figures not be available from that source, the GPIP may accept information from the
vessel’s official papers or measure the vessel.
32. Dockage Period – How Calculated: The period of time upon which dockage will be assessed shall
commence when the vessel is made fast and until departure. No deduction will be allowed for Sundays,
holidays or because of bad weather or other conditions. When a vessel is shifted directly from one berth
to another operated by the GPIP, the total time at such berths will be considered together in computing the
dockage charge. Dockage may be pro-rated on 12-hour increments.
33. No Warranty as to Depth of Water at Berth: When accepting a request and issuing assignment the GPIP
makes no warranty, either expressed or implied, as to the suitability of the berth or available depths of
water alongside. Variances in vessel draft, ballast, amount of cargo to be loaded or unloaded and the
water depth alongside the berths makes it incumbent upon the vessel’s interest to take soundings
immediately upon docking and at intervals thereafter to insure the safety of the vessel. The GPIP, upon
request of the Master or vessel’s owner, charterers, operators or agents will supply information on water
depths alongside berths based upon most recent soundings.
34. Responsibility for vessel delay, shifting or other costs because of water depth: The GPIP and its Director
or designee will assume no responsibility for vessel delay, shifting expense or other costs when the
vessel’s interest deems it prudent, for the purposes of ensuring the safety of the vessel, to interrupt loading
and/or shift to deeper water during low tide or other shallow water periods.
35. Vacate the Berth as Ordered: The GPIP reserves the right to order a vessel to vacate the berth when not
actively engaged in loading and/or discharging operations. Whenever an order to vacate a berth is made
by the GPIP under these rules and said order is refused or not compiled with in the time specified, the
GPIP may assess a penalty dockage rate of ten times (10) normal daily dockage - per hour - for each hour
the vessel remains on berth after such an order has been issued or tendered to the vessel. At its option, the
GPIP may affect the removal of a vessel from berth at the expiration of the time period specified in the
order to vacate with all risks, liability and expense for the vessel’s account. The alternatives permitted the
GPIP under these rules shall be a choice solely to the discretion of the GPIP Director.
36. Exceptions to Regular Dockage Rates for Lay-Berth: Vessels on lay status may be permitted to moor at
idle terminal berths when such berths are available. Lay-berth rates for stays longer than 15 days may be
negotiated.
37. A vessel that does not work to its fullest capability to complete loading or unloading operations within the
allotted time, or a vessel arriving earlier or later than agreed, will be adjusted to the extent possible
consistent with advance commitments to other vessels made by the GPIP.
38. When congestion or other commitments make it necessary for a vessel to complete and clear its berth, the
vessel on berth will be requested to work overtime at its own expense until loading or discharging has
been completed, after which it will promptly vacate the berth. Any vessel refusing to work overtime shall
vacate the berth upon written order from the GPIP Director. When a vessel loses its right to a berth by
refusing to work overtime, such vessel will forfeit it turn on the berth and will remain at anchor until the
next available berth.
39. Vessels of the US Government and the State of Alaska may, at the discretion of the GPIP, may be
berthed at terminals without charge.
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Dockage Rates - Any Vessels
GPIP Owned Docks
Dock Moorage
Up to 80’
81’ – 150’
Over 151’

*Moorage based on the Length-Over-All (LOA) of the vessel
$1.03 per foot per day
$1.75 per foot per day
$2.63 per foot per day
*Minimum Charge $25 for any single vessel

Dock Fees
Electricity
Commercial Work Permit

30 amp - $6/day
$400/year

100 amp 3 phase - $20/four hours

Note: All fees subject to CBS Sales Tax.
40. GPIP charges shall be cash in advance unless other arrangements have been made.
41. The GPIP may waive the requirement of cash in advance as to all or any category or categories of its
anticipated charges when the party responsible for such charges has be identified by the berthing agent to
the satisfaction of the GPIP, and
a. That party responsible has established credit worthiness acceptable to the GPIP; or
b. Adequate security, acceptable to the GPIP, in an amount equal to 125 percent (125%) of the
applicable estimated GPIP charges has been posted; or
c. The agent requesting the berth, or another entity in, each case acceptable to the GPIP as credit
worthy, has personally accepted financial responsibility for applicable charges.
42. All estimates of Gary Paxton Industrial Park charges are subject to approval and/or adjustment by the
GPIP.
43. Oily Waste or Garbage Disposal: Vessels requiring discharge of oily waste or garbage shall inquire of the
GPIP for the name of the waste or garbage hauler and/or reception facilities permitted by the GPIP to
receive, haul and dispose of such waste and/or garbage. Payment of charges for the services and
equipment provided by the oily waste or garbage hauler and/or reception facility will be made directly by
the vessel, its agent, owner, charterer or any other party responsible for such payment of charges by the
vessel.
The oily waste or garbage hauler and/or reception facility is not an agent or employee of the GPIP nor
shall the GPIP be liable for any act, omission or negligence of any such oily waste or garbage hauler
and/or reception facility. Rates and charges assessed vessels by the GPIP do not include this service nor
insurance coverage for any potential liability of any oily waste or garbage hauler and/or reception
facility permitted by the GPIP. The discharge by a vessel of oily waste or garbage at any terminal at the
GPIP shall be allowed only in accordance with the terms of this tariff item and applicable Federal, State
and local laws and regulations.

Vessel Work
44. All uses of the GPIP Dock require advance reservations through the GPIP Director or designee.
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45. Projects can be done on vessels from the GPIP Dock, by reserving space, for a specific time, through the
GPIP Director or designee.
a. A project plan must be submitted prior to beginning work on the vessel. This plan will show how
safety and environmental issues will be handled.
b. Nothing shall be erected or placed on the dock in such a manner that it inhibits other users of the
facility.
46. In-water hull cleaning is prohibited.
47. All owners and authorized representatives thereof working on vessels on the GPIP Dock or other facilities
shall comply with Environmental Best Management Practices.

Wharfage
48. Definition: A charge assessed against all cargo passing or conveyed over, onto, or under wharves or
between vessels (to or from barge, lighter or water) when berthed at wharf, piling structure, pier, bulkhead
structure or bank. Wharfage is solely the charge for use of the above named facilities and does not include
charges for any other service. Unless otherwise provided, wharfage shall be considered earned and will be
assessed whether or not freight received on wharf or wharf premises from cars, trucks, drays or barge is
eventually loaded on vessel.
49. Limitations: Provided not removed from wharf premises while awaiting reshipment, freight assessed full
inward wharfage may be reshipped by water from the same wharf where received or may be transferred
direct to other wharfs or facilities of the GPIP for reshipment or delivery without being subject to further
assessment of wharfage.
50. Direct Transfer – Open Trucks: All cargo handled direct between open trucks and vessels will be subject
to the full wharfage assessment.
51. Overside Vessels: Unless otherwise specified under individual commodity items, all cargo loaded or
discharged overside of vessel directly to or from another vessel, barge, lighter, raft, to or from water while
vessel is berthed at wharf, shall be assessed one-half (1/2) the regular rates due according the ship’s
manifest and the respective traffic and commodity classifications of the cargo.
52. Exemptions: Ship’s stores, fuel handled overside vessel and repair materials and supplies, all when
intended for vessel’s own use, consumption or repairs, will be exempt from assessment of wharfage unless
wharf employees are required for such supplies or stores as may be received or unloaded on wharf.
Ballast, dunnage lumber or materials ostensibly not for use in stowage of freight loaded at the wharves
of the Gary Paxton Industrial Park and lining lumber for use in lining vessels for bulk commodities, will
not be considered as ship’s stores and shall be subject to wharfage and such other charges as may be
incurred.
53. Exceptions: Wharfage rates do not apply where individual wharfage rates are defined by separate
contracts between the GPIP and tenants or long-term customers.
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Wharfage Fees
Rock, Gravel & Sand
Containers – Empty Up to 20’
Over 20’
Containers – Full Up to 20’
Over 20’
Raw Seafood Products

$2.00/US short ton
$25.00/unit
$50.00/unit
$75.00/unit
$100.00/unit
$0.01/pound (minimum charge $25/day)

*All other freight not otherwise specified (NOS) will be charged $4.50/US short ton or negotiated.

Note: All fees subject to CBS Sales Tax.

Demurrage and Storage Rates
54. Free Time – Definition: Free time is the period during which cargo may occupy space assigned to it on
the GPIP owned terminal facilities free of terminal storage charges immediately prior to loading of vessel
or subsequent to the discharge of such cargo off vessels. This provision does not include use of leasehold
land or buildings covered under prior lease agreements with tenants of the GPIP.
55. Computing Free Time: Free time is inclusive of Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. Free time starts on the
day the cargo is delivered to or received by the terminal. Unless otherwise stipulated or agreed upon by
the GPIP, free time will be allowed for 3 days on inbound cargo and 3 days on outbound cargo. On all
outbound or export cargo the terminal may grant up to 20 days assembly time beyond the regular free time
allowance to assembly cargo for a particular vessel or shipment.
56. Storage and Storage Charges: Goods or merchandise for storage will only be accepted by the GPIP
provided prior arrangements have been made and space is available. Any cargo that is not designated for
a particular vessel or shipment will be considered as goods or merchandise delivered for storage purposes.
The GPIP cannot provide security for cargo in storage and the owner and/or shipper assume full
responsibility for loss, theft or vandalism of the cargo.
Storage charges will be accessed per month or part thereof commencing on the day the goods or
merchandise are received by the terminal until the day it is removed from the GPIP premises.
Storage charges in US dollars and cents per day per US short ton (2,000 pounds) or units as specified.
Commodity
Containers – Per Unit
Lumber & Lumber Products
All Other Commodities NOS

Open Storage
$1.00
$0.75
$1.00

Covered Storage
$2.00
$1.00
$2.00

63. Labor: The Gary Paxton Industrial Park does not employ equipment or labor to move cargo to,
from or within the terminal facilities. The GPIP reserves the right at a future point in time to provide
this service.

###
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ITEM H-1

329 Harbor Dr., Ste. 212
Sitka, AK 99835
Phone: 1-907-747-2660

GPIP DOCK
Service Rates – Effective January 1, 2018

Dock Berthing
All vessels desiring to berth at the GPIP Dock shall, within a minimum time of twentyfour (24) hours, make advance application for berth to the GPIP Port Director.
*Contact the GPIP Port Director at 907-747-2660 or Sitka Harbor Master on Channel 16.

Dock Moorage

*Moorage based on the Length-Over-All (LOA) of the vessel

Up to 80’
81’ – 150’
Over 151’

$1.03 per foot per day
$1.75 per foot per day
$2.63 per foot per day
*Minimum Charge $25 for any single vessel

Dock Fees
Electricity
Commercial Work Permit

30 amp - $6/day
$400/year

100 amp 3 phase - $20/four hours

Dock Wharfage Rates
Rock, Gravel & Sand
Containers – Empty Up to 20’
Over 20’
Containers – Full Up to 20’
Over 20’
Raw Seafood Products
Roll on/Roll off Cargo

$2.00/US short ton
$25.00/unit
$50.00/unit
$75.00/unit
$100.00/unit
$0.01/pound (minimum charge $25/day)
$15.00/unit

*All other freight not otherwise specified (NOS) will be charged $4.50/US short ton or
negotiated.

Note: All fees subject to CBS Sales Tax.
Notice to Public: Users of the GPIP Dock are subject to all rules and regulations
outlined in the Port Tariff Schedule.

ITEM H-1

ITEM I-1

329 Harbor Drive, Suite 212
Sitka, AK 99835
Phone: 907-747-2660

Wednesday, October 11th, 2017
MEMORANDUM
To:

Gary Paxton Industrial Park (GPIP) Board of Directors

From:

Garry White, Director

Subject:

GPIP Administration Building RFP Results – Next Steps

Introduction
The Gary Paxton Industrial Park (GPIP) Board of Directors met on June 8th, 2017 and approved
a Request for Proposals (RFP) document for the selection of a private entity(s) to purchase a
portion of Lot 23, otherwise known as the Administration Building, located at the Gary Paxton
Industrial Park (attached).
The RFP was release to the public on June 30, 2017 with a proposal submission deadline of
September 19th, 2017.
The City and Borough of Sitka (CBS) did not receive any responses to the RFP.
Background
The CBS acquired the Administration Building in 2000 from the Alaska Pulp Corp. and
conducted a remodel of the building in 2001. The CBS leased space in the building to various
tenants for the past 17 years. Annual lease revenue generally did not cover the cost of the CBS
to operate the building. In August 2015, an intense rainstorm hit the Sitka area dumping 2.5
inches or more of rain in a 6-hour period. The intense rain caused a landslide on the hill across
Sawmill Creek Rd from the building. A debris flow stopped against the building causing limited
architectural damage to the building.
The GPIP Board directed the GPIP Director to sale the building in the summer of 2017.
Building Information
The Administration Building is a two-story wood framed structure. The building is about 34,500
square feet and is constructed on a side hill with multiple entrances to both floors. Primary
access is available to the second floor where there is a lobby and reception area. The second
floor contains multiple smaller office suites off a central corridor and several large office suites,

a large conference room, bathrooms, and a former kitchen area. The first floor contains multiple
office suites off a central corridor, former laboratory, boiler room, mechanical room,
communications room, and bathrooms.
More information, including a recent appraisal of the building is available upon request.
Discussion
The GPIP Director suggests the following options for the sale of the building.
• Sell the building through an outcry auction.*
• Sell the building through an invitation to bid process.*
• Re-release the RFP
*(Assembly approval needed)
Action
•

GPIP Board discussion and recommendation on disposing of the Administration
Building.

Item I-1

Request for Proposals
Private Sector Development of
Portion of Lot 23 (Administration
Building)

1

GARY PAXTON INDUSTRIAL PARK
Sitka, Alaska is requesting proposals from qualified firms or individuals for the project
described herein.
The following subjects are discussed in this RFP to assist you in preparing your proposal.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

I.

Introduction
Preferred Outcome
Relationship with City and Borough of Sitka/Gary Paxton
Industrial Park
Proposal Format and Content
Evaluation Criteria and Selection Process
Estimated Schedule
Reference Documents
a. Environmental Overview
b. GPIP Retail & Business uses
c. Project Location Map
d. Reference Drawings (5)
e. GPIP Debris Flow Analysis

Introduction

The Gary Paxton Industrial Park (GPIP) Board of Directors, through the City and
Borough of Sitka (CBS), desires to select a private entity(s) to purchase a portion of Lot
23, otherwise known as the Administration
Building. The site is located at the Gary Paxton
Industrial Park, the site of the former Alaska
Pulp Company (APC) pulp mill located five
miles southeast of downtown Sitka. The site is
on the road system.
Gary Paxton Industrial Park is under
development by a five-member board of
directors appointed by the Sitka Assembly. The
Board manages the day-to-day operations of
the Park working with and through the
Municipal Administrator and a Park Director.
The Board serves in an advisory capacity to the
Assembly, who has final authority on leases
and sales at the Park.

Subject

Sitka

Sitka needs family wage jobs and the Board
has certain requirements to assure every effort is being made to secure tenants at the Park
that will: 1) Create family wage jobs for Sitkans and; 2) Generate operating and capital
funds for the Park.
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The Alaska Pulp Corporation and CBS reached an agreement and transferred ownership
of the site to CBS in 1999. Prior to that transfer, APC and CBS made agreements with
EPA and the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) regarding
future uses of the site. Pursuant to 13 CFR 314.10(e)(3); the Property at no time shall be
used for inherently religious activities prohibited by applicable federal law; and at no
time shall the property be used for any purpose that would violate the nondiscrimination
requirements set forth in 13 CFR 302.20.
Attached to this RFP is an overview of the environmental restrictions and agreements
between CBS and ADEC and the Park management plan.
Hazard Mitigation: On August 18, 2015, an intense rainstorm hit the Sitka, Alaska area
dumping 2.5 inches or more of rain in a six-hour period. The landslide caused a debris
flow that crossed Sawmill Mill Creek Road and stopped against the Administration
Building. The debris caused limited architectural damage to the building.
The CBS hired Shannon & Wilson, Inc., a geotechnical and environmental firm, to
conduct and evaluate the site for potential future landslide and debris flow hazards that
could affect the Administration Building. The analysis was completed during the
summer and fall of 2016. Shannon and Wilson completed its written report of findings
and recommendations to the CBS on November 18, 2016. The report identifies potential
debris flow risks, provides recommended hazard mitigations, and is available for
viewing.
The CBS will require that hazard mitigations be implemented before the building can be
used for commercial use in accordance with Sitka General Code 20.01-Landslide Area
Management.
The existing sewer grinder pump and appurtenances and the concrete structure piping and
appurtenances north of the Administration Building within Lot 23 are included in the
sale. The existing park signs, light and associated electrical service are not included in
the sale. A separate easement will be established for these items.
II. Preferred Outcome:
The Gary Paxton Board of Director’s preferred outcome from this RFP is the selection of
an experienced and well-financed entity(s) to purchase the portion of Lot 23, otherwise
known as the Administration Building, of the Gary Paxton Industrial Park to establish a
business operation(s) and create jobs in Sitka. Once that selection is made, the Board
may carry out further negotiations as might be necessary. The Gary Paxton Board will
make its determination of the ideal business operation(s) and forward that
recommendation to the City & Borough of Sitka Assembly who has final authority in
these matters.
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Retail Development: The City and Borough of Sitka has set guidelines for retail and
business use for the Park. Please see attached Table 22.16.015-6 from the Sitka General
Code.
Additional: The City and Borough of Sitka reserves the right to negotiate with the
finalist(s). The City and Borough of Sitka retains the right to refuse or accept any and/or
all proposals.
III. Relationship with City and Borough of Sitka / Gary Paxton Industrial Park
a. Selected entity(s) and CBS shall enter into a Purchase and Sale agreement.
b. CBS will charge Entity(s) property tax on the real property, the assessed value
of facilities constructed by Entity(s) and upon the assessed value of the possessory
interest.
c. Entity(s) shall collect and remit CBS sales tax for services or sales the Entity(s)
provides at the Gary Paxton Industrial Park site.
d. Entity(s) will follow all CBS zoning and building codes.

IV.

Proposal Format and Content

Direct questions regarding this proposal to Garry White, Director, Gary Paxton Industrial
Park, (907) 747-2660.
Proposals, that do not address the items listed in this section, may be considered
incomplete and may be deemed non-responsive by the City and Borough of Sitka.

PROPOSAL FORMAT
A.

Letter of Transmittal

B.

Narrative
1.

Brief description of the entity including its legal structure,
experience, and the experience of its key individuals. Brief
resumes of the managers.

2.

Provide a concept level operations plan for the facility. Describe
the estimated number of employees and how operation(s) would
benefit Sitka over the long term. At a minimum include:
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A) Estimated number of new (net increase of) full-time equivalent
jobs and describe how employment may fluctuate through the
year.
B) Estimate net increase in sales tax, fish tax or similar taxes to
the CBS. Net increase would be additional from sales not
already taking place in Sitka.
C) Estimated amount of raw property adjacent to the building
desired in square feet.
3.

Provide proposed purchase price offer and terms.

4.

Provide a schedule for start of business operation(s).

5.

Provide a hazard mitigation plan in accordance with Sitka General
Code 20.01, Landslide Area Management

Submit six (6) copies of the completed Proposal in a sealed, secure envelope marked
as follows:
GARY PAXTON INDUSTRIAL PARK
Proposals for Portion of Lot 23 (Administration Building)

PROPOSAL DATED:

, 20

The Proposals shall be addressed to:
Office of the Municipal Clerk
City and Borough of Sitka
100 Lincoln Street; Sitka, Alaska 99835
Proposals shall be received at the office of the City Clerk before 2:00:00 pm on September
19th, 2017.

V.

Evaluation Criteria and Selection Process

A selection committee consisting of the Gary Paxton Industrial Park Board of Directors
will evaluate the proposals and make a recommendation to the City and Borough
Assembly.
The committee will use the following criteria in deriving a numerical score for each
proposal:
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a.
Qualifications & Experience of the Entity(s). From the proposal and from
your own knowledge of this entity, give from 1 to 25 points with the best score as
25.
b.
Concept Plan. Does the concept plan express an understanding of the
Request for Proposals? Does the plan accommodate other uses of the Gary
Paxton Industrial Park waterfront and uplands? Does the plan provide or secure
long term jobs to the community? How many? Does the plan increase net
business activity in Sitka through sales, fish tax, etc.? Score from 1 to 25 points.
c.
Purchase or Lease Price. Do the proposal purchase or lease price and
terms adequately compensate the CBS and/or help fulfill the mission of the GPIP?
Score from 1 to 25 points with higher purchase price receiving a higher score.
d.
Start up Schedule. What is the time frame for business start up to provide
jobs? Score from 1 to 10.
e.
Hazard Mitigation Plan. Does the proposal address the
hazard/environmental concerns with this project? Total of 10 points available.
f.
Confidence in Developer(s). This is a judgment call based upon the
subjective experience of the evaluator. Score from 1 to 5 points.

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS = 100

VI. ESTIMATED SCHEDULE
GARY PAXTON INDUSTRIAL PARK
SALE OR LEASE OF PORTION OF LOT 23

•
•
•
•

Proposals due
2:00:00 PM
Date:
Gary Paxton Industrial Park Board Selection
Assembly Approval of Development Agreement
Operational Goal

09/19/2017
10/20/2017
11/28/2017
04/30/2018
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Table 22.16.015-6
Retail and Business Uses
Gary Paxton
Industrial Park

ZONES
RETAIL USES
• Building, hardware and garden materials

P

• Bulk forest products sales

P

• Retail forest products sales

C

• Art galleries and sales of art
• Department and variety stores
• Food stores

C

• Agricultural product sales

P

• Motor vehicle and boat dealers

P

• Auto supply stores

P

• Gasoline service stations

C

• Apparel and accessory stores
• Furniture and home furnishing stores

C

• Eating and drinking places

C

• Drug stores
• Liquor stores
• Used goods, secondhand stores

C

• Sporting goods
• Book, stationery, video and art supply
• Jewelry stores
• Monuments, tombstones and gravestones

P

• Hobby, toy, game stores
• Photographic and electronic stores
• Fabric stores
• Fuel dealers

C

• Florists
• Medical supply stores
• Pet shops
• Sales of goods that are wholly manufactured at Gary Paxton Industrial Park
GPIP

P

• Sales of gifts, souvenirs and promotional materials that bear the logo or trade
name of an GPIP permitted use business

P

• Stand alone souvenir and gift shops
• Bulk retail
• Commercial home horticulture
• Horticulture and related structures

P

• Marijuana retail facility

C
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BUSINESS SERVICES

P

• General business services

C

• Professional offices

P

• Communications services

P

• Research and development services

P

P—Permitted
C—Conditional Use Permit Required

H. Retail and Business Uses Table 22.16.015-6 Footnotes.
1. Public facilities not otherwise identified may be permitted in the public
zone subject to planning commission recommendation and assembly
approval subject to findings of fact that show the use is in the public
interest, all reasonable safeguards are to be employed to protect the
surrounding area, and that there are no reasonable alternative locations
for the use.
2. All uses in the waterfront district are intended to be water-related or
water-dependent except that upland uses may be non-water-related.
3. No industrial use shall be of a nature which is noxious or injurious to
nearby properties by reason of smoke, emission of dust, refuse matter,
odor, gases, fumes, noise, vibration or similar conditions.
4. Uses listed as conditional uses in the GI and LI zones may be
considered, but not necessarily approved, on a case-by-case basis.
5. When associated with a water-related principal use.
6. Small scale convenience stores subordinate to principal permitted uses.
7. Motor vehicles and boat dealers permitted on a short-term basis.
8. Kiosks, outdoor restaurants, portable structures such as food stands and
other temporary structures that are clearly incidental to the primary use on
the lot are permitted uses. Mobile food carts on wheels are permitted
uses on private property. Kiosks, outdoor restaurants, portable structures
such as food stands and other temporary structures that are not clearly
incidental to the primary use on the lot are conditional uses.
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November 18, 2016

Mr. Dan Tadic, PE
City and Borough of Sitka
100 Lincoln Street
Sitka, AK 99835
RE:

GARY PAXTON INDUSTRIAL PARK DEBRIS FLOW ANALYSIS,
SITKA, ALASKA

Dear Mr. Tadic:
On August 18, 2015, an intense rainstorm hit the Sitka, Alaska, area dumping 2.5 inches or more
in a six-hour period. The U.S. Forest Service reported that this heavy precipitation triggered
more than 50 landslides in the Sitka area. One of those landslides caused a debris flow that
crossed Sawmill Creek Road (also known as the Sitka Highway) and stopped against the
Administration Building at the Gary Paxton Industrial Park (GPIP) (Photograph 1). The debris
flow caused architectural damage to the building, which is owned by the City and Borough of
Sitka (CBS). The Vicinity Map, Figure 1, shows the location of the debris flow and the GPIP
Administration Building.
The CBS requested that Shannon & Wilson, Inc. (Shannon & Wilson) evaluate potential future
landslide and debris flow hazards that could affect the Administration Building, the potential for
similar debris flows on the neighboring slopes, and potential remedial measures, if appropriate.
Additionally, the CBS has incurred persistent issues with sediment accumulation from an
unnamed creek that flows down the southeast flanks of Mount (Mt.) Verstovia, and crosses the
Blue Lake Road and then the Access Road to the Sawmill Creek hydroelectric facility. For
discussion purposes, we use the name West Fork Sawmill Creek in this letter. Figure 1 shows
the locations of West Fork Sawmill Creek, the Blue Lake Road, and the Access Road. CBS
requested that Shannon & Wilson evaluate the runout and sediment transport characteristics of
debris flows in West Fork Sawmill Creek and potential remedial measures.

400 NORTH 34TH STREET, SUITE 100
P.O. BOX 300303
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98103-8636
206-632-8020 FAX: 206-695-6777
www.shannonwilson.com

21-1-22168-002

Mr. Dan Tadic, PE
City and Borough of Sitka
November 18, 2016
Page 2 of 29

Shannon & Wilson’s scope of services included:


Preparing Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) maps for field and office use.



Performing a field reconnaissance on May 31 through June 2, 2016.



Analyzing potential debris flow runout from the slopes above the Administration
Building, and from West Fork Sawmill Creek.



Developing concept-level recommendations for remedial measures.



Preparing this letter.



Presenting results of our findings to the CBS in a meeting.

Shannon & Wilson’s scope of services was authorized by the CBS on April 26, 2016, in a Notice
to Proceed from Municipal Engineer, Dan Tadic, PE.
AUGUST 18, 2015, DEBRIS FLOW
We understand the debris flow occurred in an area where previous landslides had not been
reported. The initial landslide and consequent debris flow scoured a gully through forest slopes
west of the Administration Building. From photographs and discussions with CBS staff, we
understand the following:


The triggering landslide and debris flow occurred in the morning on August 18, 2015.
The debris flow scoured a channel down to bedrock in the slopes above Sawmill
Creek Road. Deposition occurred mainly between the toe of the slope and the
Administration Building. Photograph 2 shows the channel scoured above Sawmill
Creek Road.



The debris consisted of soil, riprap, and quarry spalls that had been placed on a
cut-slope above Sawmill Creek Road, and trees, root wads, and bushes. Photograph 1
shows the debris against the Administration Building.



The debris crossed Sawmill Creek Road and hit the Administration Building. Debris
piled against the Administration Building to a depth of about 5 feet. Some debris
flowed about 10 feet past the southwest corner of the building.



Stormwater runoff flowed down the Blue Lake Road, onto Sawmill Creek Road, and
past the south side of the Administration Building. The stormwater caused erosion
along Blue Lake Road and deposited sediment on Sawmill Creek Road. Photograph
1 shows the water flowing down the Blue Lake Road in the background and past the
Administration Building in the foreground.

21-1-22168-002-L1f.docx/wp/lk
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The debris caused architectural damage to the Administration Building, including
several broken windows and broken siding. Much of the building above the debris
was spattered with mud. A mailbox in front of the building was ripped from its
foundations. Photograph 3 shows damage to the Administration Building.



CBS removed about 2,050 cubic yards of debris from Sawmill Creek Road and the
parking and landscape areas in front of the Administration Building.

Photograph 4 shows an overview of the slope and the debris flow channel location. Photographs
5 and 6 show views from the debris flow channel.
SITE DESCRIPTION
As shown in Figures 1 and 2, Shannon & Wilson studies addressed two slopes: (1) the slope
west of the Administration Building, which is directly above Sawmill Creek Road and Blue Lake
Road, and (2) West Fork Sawmill Creek. These are discussed separately below and are shown in
Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
Sawmill Creek Road Slope
The slope west of the Administration Building, referred to as the Sawmill Creek Road Slope
(Figure 2) hereafter, is about a 1/2-mile-long ridge that is roughly parallel to Sawmill Creek
Road. Photograph 4 shows an overview of the slope, looking west from near the CBS
hydroelectric facility. The slope is the east flank of a hill above Sawmill Cove and Heart Lake.
Heart Lake is in a bench northeast of the hill, and south of Mt. Verstovia and West Fork Sawmill
Creek. A ridge southeast and east of the Heart Lake extends from the outlet creek south to
nearly above the Administration Building. There, it intersects the higher hill that rises above
Heart Lake. This ridge forms the top of the Sawmill Creek Road Slope. At the toe of the
Sawmill Creek Road Slope, Sawmill Creek Road is at about Elevation 30 feet. Northeast of the
Administration Building, the top of the ridge is about Elevation 400 feet, and decreases to about
Elevation 340 feet at the north end near the outlet of Heart Lake and to about Elevation 360 at its
south end where it merges with the hill above Heart Lake.
The Sawmill Creek Road Slope has a rocky escarpment with near-vertical sections below the
ridge crest at about Elevations 260 to 280 feet, as shown in the LiDAR hillshade image in the
LiDAR Site Plan, Figure 2, and the Topographic Site Plan, Figure 4. The channels or chutes on
the slope typically originate at or below this bedrock escarpment. Below the rocky escarpment,
the slopes are mostly between 25 and 70 percent, with short segments steeper than 100 percent.
21-1-22168-002-L1f.docx/wp/lk
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To the north of the Administration Building, the one-lane gravel, Blue Lake Road, leads uphill to
the north, roughly paralleling Sawmill Creek Road. The slope is heavily vegetated with conifers,
some deciduous trees, and thick undergrowth. Seepage is present in nearly all convergent slope
areas.
Six small ephemeral creeks are located on Sawmill Creek Road Slope. All are unnamed;
therefore, we used alphabetical designations for purposes of this letter report, as shown in
Figure 4. As discussed in more detail below, many of these creeks flow in broad bowls, but the
channel that failed in 2015 (Channel A) is incised into the hillside, as shown in Figure 2.
Likewise, the northernmost channel on this slope that drains Heart Lake (Channel H) is deeply
incised. This channel joins West Fork Sawmill Creek just below the Blue Lake Road.
West Fork Sawmill Creek
The West Fork Sawmill Creek begins in an alpine basin just east of Mt. Verstovia between about
Elevations 2,200 and 2,700 feet. Photograph 7 shows the headwater area of the West Fork
Sawmill Creek on the southeast flanks of Mt. Verstovia. Mt. Verstovia is part of an east- to
northeast-trending ridge that is bounded by Indian River to the west and north, the Eastern
Channel to the south, and Blue Lake to the east. The summit of Mt. Verstovia is the high point
on the ridge (Elevation 3,300+) northwest of Heart Lake. East of the summit, the ridge turns to
the northeast, and Arrow Peak is the next high point (3200+) above Sawmill Creek and east of
Blue Lake. From the summit of Arrow Peak, the ridge turns north.
The West Fork Sawmill Creek descends the south side of Mt. Verstovia in a southeast direction
to the Blue Lake Road, and then turns and flows generally east to its confluence with Sawmill
Creek at about Elevation 20 feet. The creek channel does not descend the fall line down the
slopes of Mt. Verstovia, but crosses the slope diagonally, as shown in Figure 3. The U.S.
Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographic map shows a creek on the north slopes of Mt.
Verstovia that is aligned with the West Fork Sawmill Creek. Therefore, we believe the creek
channel is controlled by geologic structure. The 1:200,000-scale geologic map by Karl and
others (2015) shows the Silver Bay Fault follows these two creeks.
The West Fork Sawmill Creek channel ranges from about 20 to 60 feet wide. It has four major
tributaries along its path, including the outlet creek from Heart Lake. All but the Heart Lake
outlet creek enter the West Fork Sawmill Creek on its left bank. Several of the tributary
channels branch uphill into multiple channels.
21-1-22168-002-L1f.docx/wp/lk
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The Heart Lake Trail crosses West Fork Sawmill Creek at about Elevation 300 feet, Blue Lake
Road at about Elevation 140 feet (Photographs 8 and 9), and the Access Road to the Sawmill
Lake hydroelectric facility at about Elevation 50 feet (Photograph 10). Between the Blue Lake
Road and Sawmill Creek, the West Fork Sawmill Creek is above former clarifiers that now
comprise the Fortress of the Bear and a recycling facility. The hydroelectric facility Access
Road contains a buried water line in the eastern shoulder that is the primary water supply for the
CBS.
EVALUATION METHODS
Existing Data and Topographic Maps
Prior to fieldwork, we prepared LiDAR hillshade and contour maps from limited LiDAR data
(Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys, 2015). Because we had limited LiDAR
data, we acquired copies of the U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographic maps for the
area. We used these LiDAR and topographic maps together to plan fieldwork, plot field
information, and provide parameters for the debris flow analysis.
Subsequent to performing our field reconnaissance, additional LiDAR data became available
(U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, 2016). We processed this data,
and used it in our geomorphic interpretation and in our debris flow analyses.
The CBS did not have sterographic pairs of aerial photographs. Therefore, we reviewed aerial
photographs available on Google Earth. Those photographs were taken between May 2000 and
September 2013. The photographs do not show evidence of historical landslides and debris
flows on the Sawmill Creek Road Slope. They do show that snow avalanches and debris flows
are common in the West Fork Sawmill Creek above the Blue Lake Road.
Field Reconnaissance
Bill Laprade and Chris Robertson of Shannon & Wilson Field performed a reconnaissance of the
Sawmill Creek Road Slope and West Fork Sawmill Creek between May 31 and June 2, 2016.
During the field reconnaissance, they took slope clinometer, channel orientations, and laser
distance measurements of the slopes and channels, and recorded selected locations with a handheld Global Positioning System unit. They recorded observations of geologic significance and
factors that could affect debris flow runout, such as widths of channels and zones of deposition
and scour.
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Debris Flow Modelling
We used the online software UBCDFLOW (University of British Columbia Civil Engineering
Department [n.d.]) to model debris flow runout in the GPIP Sawmill Creek channels. Using our
field measurements and a LiDAR digital elevation model, we divided each channel into discrete
reaches (i.e., segments) based on their morphology. UBCDFLOW requires the following
geomorphic input parameters for each reach:






Width
Length
Steepness
Orientation (i.e., compass direction of flow)
Flow type (confined flow, transitional flow, or unconfined flow)

We assigned flow type for each channel reach using our aerial photographic and LiDAR
interpretations, field observations, and professional judgment. Factors included geomorphic
indicators of debris flow scour and deposition, as well as along-channel changes in reach
steepness.
We executed UBCDFLOW models using two initial debris flow volumes: 100 and 500 cubic
meters. We then performed a runout sensitivity analysis by increasing and decreasing channel
widths and initial debris flow volumes by 90 percent.
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
Sawmill Creek Road Slope
As described previously, six small ephemeral creeks are located on Sawmill Creek Road Slope,
including the August 18, 2015, debris flow site. These creeks are unnamed; therefore, we used
the alphabetical designations A though H, as shown in Figure 4 and Photograph 4. The
following sections present our field observations for each creek area, including photographs
showing pertinent features of the August 18, 2015, debris flow. Because of dense vegetation,
features we observed in Channels B through H were not conducive to viewing in photographs.
Channel A – August 18, 2015, Debris Flow
During our field reconnaissance, we measured the debris flow channel width, slope, and
other characteristics. We used these data to characterize the conditions that are conducive to
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landslides along the Sawmill Creek Road Slope, and in our debris flow modelling studies. The
following Table 1 summarizes the debris flow channel geometry:
TABLE 1
AUGUST 18, 2015, DEBRIS FLOW CHANNEL DATA
Cross Section Area, Equivalent Trapezoid
Width, ft
Depth, ft
Slope
Distance Slope, % Elevation, ft
Slope Segment
Building
0
0
40
East curb SMC Road
62
0
40
West curb SMC Road
45
0
40
Ditch bottom
8
-60%
36
West side road ditch
8
60%
40
1
30
60%
55
2
72
40%
82
3
63
55%
113
4a
21
119%
129
4b
21
84%
142
4c
21
62%
153
5
36
45%
168
6
42
42%
184
7
15
68%
193
8
75
34%
217
9
18
63%
226
10
24
173%
247
11
10
270%
257
Abbreviations: SMC = Sawmill Creek Road
ft = feet
SF = Square Feet
CY = Cubic Yards

Segment Initiation
Left Bottom Right Left Bottom Right Area, SF Volume, CY zone

15
5
12
3
3
3
15
9
5
4
3
2
1

5
5
0
10
10
10
5
21
30
36
30
12
8

15
15
15
17
17
17
10
10
5
5
4
3
1

2
7
13
8
8
8
12
6
3
3
4
4
6

2
10
13
8
8
8
10
7
3
4
4
5
6

2
12
13
8
8
8
8
10
3
5
5
5
6

40
158
176
160
160
160
180
224
105
163
136
72
54
Total, CY
Initiation Zone, CY

46
127
187
296
237
188
162
189
133
113
162
159
139
2,139
573

I
I
I
I

The debris flow likely began with a landslide near the base of the rocky escarpment,
which is between about Elevation 260 to 300 feet. The triggering landslide occurred mostly in
volcanic ash and colluvial soil that formed below the rocky escarpment. Glacial till underlies the
volcanic ash and colluvial soil. The landslide was mostly about 5 feet thick, with a maximum
headscarp height of about 15 feet. We believe the triggering landslide or landslides occurred
between about Elevations 220 and 260 feet. The maximum width of the landslide initiation area
at its base is about 45 feet. Photograph 5 shows the triggering landslide area, which is partially
obscured by downed trees in the foreground. The accompanying profile shows the slopes along
the bottom of the debris flow channel. Above the landslide area shown on the profile, the slope
continues up to the rocky escarpment for about 10 to 30 feet. As shown in Table 1 above, we
estimate the triggering landslide volume was about 500 to 600 cubic yards.
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Below the triggering landslide area, the debris remolded into a soil slurry with boulders,
trees, roots, and other vegetation debris. Typically, debris flows scour a channel and accumulate
additional debris. Depending on the channel length and the type of soil and rock present, the
total debris flow volume can be orders of magnitude larger than the triggering landslide or
landslide.
Most of the channel scoured downslope from the triggering landslides contained
colluvium and glacial till. In two areas, the debris flow scoured down to bedrock, as shown in
the profile above. The higher bedrock area shown in the profile above is visible in the
foreground of Photograph 5. The scoured channel shown in Photograph 6 is underlain by glacial
till. The glacial till and bedrock are resistant to erosion, and the debris flow had a relatively short
runout before reaching flat ground. Therefore, the total debris flow volume was about 2,000
cubic yards, which was on the order of four times the triggering landslide volume.
The landslide headscarp area has slopes inclined at about 1 Horizontal to 1 Vertical
(1H:1V), with some sections overhanging because of tree roots. We observed some ground
cracking above the headscarp. Most of the ground cracking was within about 5 feet of the
21-1-22168-002-L1f.docx/wp/lk
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headscarp. The slopes that are apparently underlain by volcanic and colluvial soil extend about
10 to 30 feet above the headscarp. Further upslope, we observed talus and rock outcrop. In our
opinion, the remaining volcanic and colluvial soil between the headscarp and rocky escarpment
could fail in future landslides. We discuss likely landslide potential further in the Conclusions
section of this report.
Channel B
Channel B is about 150 to 300 feet south of the August 18, 2015, debris flow. A bedrock
ridge separates Channel B and the August 18, 2015, debris flow channel. The Channel B slope is
heavily wooded with conifers except for deciduous trees next to Sawmill Creek Road and in
areas where recent slope movement and/or erosion has occurred. The slope inclination ranges
from about 40 to 75 percent.
We observed two small landslide and/or erosion areas. Photograph 11 shows a small
landside near Elevation 80 feet. The landslide is 3 to 4 feet deep, up to 10 feet wide, and about
30 feet long. It is bounded by bedrock above and to the north. A small debris fan was visible
below the landslide. It did not extend to the more gentle slopes next to Sawmill Creek Road.
The second landslide/erosion area is near Elevation 120 feet. The scar has a 70 percent
slope, is about 70 feet long, 2 to 6 feet deep, and ranges from 10 to 30 feet wide. Near the top,
the scar narrows considerably. It is bounded by bedrock to the north and to a lesser extent to the
south. We did not observe a visible debris fan below the scar. Slow seepage was visible at the
“headscarp”. This feature may be caused by slow erosion from the groundwater seep.
We did not observe conditions that are likely conducive to a larger debris flow. Bedrock
generally was closer to the surface than in the adjacent August 18, 2015, debris flow channel.
The soil present consisted largely of rocky talus and colluvium. We did not observe volcanic ash
deposits. In our opinion, the likelihood of landslides that could affect the Sawmill Creek Road is
low.
Channel C
Channel C is located about 100 feet north of the August 18, 2015, debris flow channel. A
small creek was present during our site visit, which was flowing at about 20 gallons per minute.
The creek forms a 25-foot-high waterfall where it flows over the rocky escarpment. A small
bedrock plunge pool is present at about Elevation 260 feet. Below the plunge pool, a small basin
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is densely vegetated with devils club and salmonberry, with some hemlock and cedar trees
growing in mostly saturated ground. This wet slope extends down to about Elevation 210 feet.
The basin is about 70 feet wide near the plunge pool and narrows to about 20 feet wide at the
bottom. Below the basin the slope steepens, and the creek is mostly in bedrock and glacial till.
This small basin could have sufficient sediment to form a triggering landslide. In our
opinion, the likelihood of future landslides is moderate.
Channel D
A small basin is present above the riprap apron that covers a cut-slope that is north of the
intersection of the Blue Lake Road and Sawmill Creek Road. The basin is about 100 feet long
measured parallel to the slope, and a bit less measured along the slope fall line. A low area is
separated from the riprap slope by a “berm” that is up to 10 feet high; that is, the area up slope
from the “berm” is lower. The ground is wet, with a minor drainage flowing south from the low
area and then east to the road. In our opinion, this low area could represent a graben, or pullapart feature from an old deep-seated landslide.
We did not observe other evidence of slope movement, such as leaning or bent trees.
However, trees were removed from the cut-slope that is now covered with riprap. An alternative
explanation could be related to the geology (e.g., a resistant geologic unit could make up the
“berm.”)
We did not observe conditions that are likely conducive to debris flows similar to the
August 18, 2015, event. In our opinion, the likelihood of a deep-seated landslide affecting
Sawmill Creek Road is low. If a deep-seated landslide did occur, we do not believe it would
trigger a debris flow, and the ground movement likely would be limited to the riprap slope and
possibly the Blue Lake Road.
Channel E
Channel E is a broad swale that has geomorphic features suggesting that previous debris
flows have occurred in the area. We observed a swale that could have been formed by old
landslide and/or debris flow movement. The swale is about 50 feet wide near Elevation 170 feet,
with slopes on the order of 60 percent. The swale steepens and ends in the cliff band near
Elevation 220 feet. Below Elevation 170 feet, the slopes gradually flatten to about 40 to
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45 percent, except near the Blue Lake Road where they steepen. At the deepest point near
Elevation 170 feet, the swale is 8 to 12 feet deep.
We observed dense vegetation, including numerous straight trees, and old growth stumps
that do not show evidence of movement. In our opinion, the area likely generated prehistoric
landslides and consequent debris flows. Because of the age of the trees and old growth stumps,
we believe those landslides and debris flows were more than 200 years ago. We believe the
potential for future debris flows is moderate.
Channel F
Channel F is a wide, colluvium-filled swale. Near Elevation 180 feet, it is about 100 feet
wide and 20 feet deep. The swale has side slopes near 80 percent, with a bottom that is flat. It
ends in the rock escarpment that is present above about Elevation 220 feet. The upper slopes of
the swale are about 70 percent. Those slopes gradually flatten below about Elevation 180 feet to
about 40 percent.
The swale is densely vegetated with devils club, salmonberry, and a mixed conifer and
deciduous forest. We observed extensive wet areas on the ground, including skunk cabbage and
seeps stained with iron-reducing bacteria deposits. We observed some old stumps in the basin,
which indicate that previous landslides and debris flows may have occurred more than 200 years
ago. We believe the potential for future debris flows is moderate.
Channel G
Channel G is a large, wide, and moderately sloping basin near the Blue Lake Road. We
observed natural sediment levees consisting of gravel and cobbles that are up to 5 feet high in the
basin close to the Blue Lake Road. The basin has 15 percent slopes near Blue Lake Road, and
then 30 percent slopes up to about Elevation 140 feet. Near Elevation 160 feet, the basin flattens
to about 15 percent. This upper portion of the basin has a mucky bottom with skunk cabbage
and devils club. We observed two trees that were leaning until about 20 feet above the ground
and then were straight. The trees were about 2 feet in diameter. Above about Elevation 170 feet,
the slopes steepen to 30 to 35 percent and then become progressively steeper above. Between
about Elevations 180 and 260 feet, the slopes are underlain by talus, are about 80 percent, and
end in a 20- to 25-foot-high cliff.
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We believe the conditions we observed indicate the basin has low potential for landslides
and consequent debris flows. In our opinion, the bent trees likely occurred because of poor
rooting in the mucky ground. The gravel and cobble levees likely were deposited by surface
water runoff.
Channel H – Heart Lake Outlet Creek
The Heart Lake outlet creek is largely incised into bedrock and glacial till. We did not
observe evidence of past landslides and debris flows, other than those associated with minor
bank erosion.
West Fork Sawmill Creek
As described above, the West Fork Sawmill Creek begins in an alpine basin on the southeast
slopes of Mt. Verstovia, descends southeast to the Blue Lake Road, and then turns and flows
generally east to its confluence with Sawmill Creek. It has four major tributaries along its path,
including the outlet creek from Heart Lake. In this discussion, we name the tributary creeks
above the Blue Lake Road as Tributaries T1, T2, etc. Because the main creek flows diagonally
across the Mt. Verstovia slopes following a geologic fault, all but the Heart Lake outlet creek
enter the West Fork Sawmill Creek on its left or uphill bank. Several of the tributary channels
branch uphill into multiple channels.
During our field reconnaissance, we measured the debris flow channel width, slope and other
characteristics of the main channel of the West Fork Sawmill Creek. To maximize the use of our
time, our reconnaissance included making measurements in the main channel up to about
Elevation 1,000 feet, and portions of Tributaries T1 through T3. We visually estimated
characteristics of the main channel above Elevation 1,000, and used the LiDAR data to calculate
channel slope. For our debris flow analyses we assumed the tributary channel flow
characteristics would be similar to those in the main channel. Therefore, we made fewer
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measurements in the tributary channels. The following profile shows the slopes along the
bottom of the main channel.

Debris flows in the West Fork Sawmill Creek likely begin along the main or tributary channel
banks. We observed evidence for small landslides as low as the right bank below the Heart Lake
Trail crossing. Landslides could initiate in numerous locations above that in the main channel or
in a tributary. Further, we anticipate that late season wet snow avalanches that impact bare
ground could mobilize soil and water and trigger a debris flow. The August 18, 2015, storm
likely triggered a debris flow by bank erosion.
The following paragraphs summarize our channel observations:
Sawmill Creek to Blue Lake Road
The channel in this section is mostly low gradient, with slopes mostly between 8 and
14 percent. The channel is typically 15 to 30 feet wide, and is underlain by cobbly and bouldery
alluvium, or bedrock. While the creek on average flows east below the Blue Lake Road, it has
substantial bends, as shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The West Fork Sawmill Creek discharges into the main Sawmill Creek on its right bank,
just downstream from the bridge that provides access to the hydroelectric facility and carries the
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water supply pipeline. It flows under the Access Road in two culverts. At the time of our site
visit, the right culvert was plugged with sediment, as shown in Photograph 10. Photograph 12
shows the West Fork Sawmill Creek looking upstream from the Access Road. The photograph
shows a recently excavated overflow channel to the right, which flows about 80 feet north along
the road and then turns east to discharge to Sawmill Creek. At the time of our site visit, the little
water flowing in the West Fork Sawmill Creek discharged through the unplugged culvert.
Photograph 12 also shows riprap bank protection near the culverts and some recently placed
backfill to restore erosion damage.
About 250 feet upstream from the Access Road, a drainage canal intersects the right bank
for the West Fork Sawmill Creek. At the time of our site visit, the creek channel at the
confluence was dry and the canal was flowing less than 1 cubic feet per second. Bedrock was
exposed in the channel bottom upstream from the canal (i.e., the slow stream flow was not in
pervious alluvium below the channel). We believe that during low flow, water seeps out of the
channel further upstream where it is underlain by alluvium. The canal likely was constructed to
control groundwater seeping onto slopes above the Fortress of the Bear and the recycle center.
Bedrock is present in the channel from about 200 to 500 feet upstream from the Access Road.
A small tributary stream flows into the West Fork Sawmill Creek on its right bank about
500 feet upstream from the Access Road. At the time of our site visit, the tributary stream was
flowing about 10 gallons per minute and had considerable coloration apparently from ironreducing bacteria. We did not observe evidence closely upstream from the confluence that
debris flows had occurred in this portion of the tributary stream, or that it transported substantial
sediment.
About 600 feet upstream from the Access Road, a bend in the creek brings it close to the
Fortress of the Bear. The active creek channel is about 20 feet away from a 1.5 H:1V Vertical
slope that descends about 40 to 50 feet down to the flat ground surrounding the bear enclosures.
The intervening 20 feet is about 3 to 5 feet above the channel bottom. We observed minor
stream sediment on the intervening berm, but no evidence that water had overflowed down to the
Fortress of the Bear.
The remaining part of the channel up to the Blue Lake Road widens upstream, and is
underlain by cobbles, boulders, and woody debris. It appears that the sediment is largely
reworked (i.e., deposited by the stream as opposed to more poorly sorted debris flow deposits).
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Blue Lake Road to Heart Lake Trail
The channel slopes in this segment range from about 20 to 25 percent. The channel is
typically 30 to 50 feet wide, and is underlain by cobbly and bouldery alluvium, debris flow
deposits, and bedrock. Above the Blue Lake Road, the channel follows the Silver Bay Fault,
which trends southeast. The main channel segments above the Heart Lake Trail also mostly
follow this fault zone.
Considerable stream and debris flow deposition occurred just above the Blue Lake Road.
Photograph 8 shows poorly sorted, recently deposited sediment that contains extensive woody
debris, which is typical of debris flow deposits.
The creek has undercut a portion of right bank, leaving a nearly 1H:1V slope. The slope
is mostly underlain by colluvium; however, bedrock is exposed in places. A shallow colluvial
landslide along the right stream bank is about 80 feet long, 20 feet high, and 1 to 3 feet deep. We
anticipate the stream will continue to erode and transport sediment in this area. A debris flow
could accumulate substantial volume in this area.
Most of this channel section appears to be a transition zone where debris flow material is
conveyed downstream without additional accumulation and/or some deposition occurs. Most
debris flow deposition apparently occurs within about 300 feet above the Blue Lake Road
(horizontal distance).
Heart Lake Trail to Tributary T2
This channel segment is similar to the Blue Lake Road to Heart Lake Trail segment in
channel slope and width. Levees formed from previous debris flows are present along the active
channel, which shows that some debris flow deposition occurs. On average, it appears debris
flows mostly bypass this segment (i.e., deposition and erosion are about equal).
Tributary T1 intersects the main channel about 150 feet upstream from the Heart Lake
Trail, as shown in the above profile and in Figure 3. The tributary channel slopes about
40 percent, is about 20 feet wide, and is underlain by bedrock. The channel is choked with
vegetation and woody debris, which indicates that a debris flow has not occurred for 20 years or
more. Some cobbles and boulders were present on organic debris, which suggests substantial
stream discharge occurs during flood events.
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Tributary T2 forms a dendritic pattern of multiple channels as shown in Figure 3.
Individual channel segments typically follow: the fall line, the Silver Bay Fault trend, or a
north-northeast trend. We suspect the latter has geologic control. Figure 3 shows many of the
incised channels of Tributary T2 extend into the alpine slopes of Mt. Verstovia. The tributary
channels are mostly underlain by bedrock. Channel slope inclinations vary considerably. Those
we explored ranged in slope between about 20 and 100 percent. The main tributary T2 channel
shows evidence of recent debris flow activity, including deposits along its banks near the
confluence with the main channel and recently eroded stream bank at a channel bend.
Tributary T2 to Tributary T3
Above Tributary T2, the main channel slope increases to an average of about 35 percent.
Locally steeper sections occur where a resistant bedrock outcrops and causes a waterfall. For
example, the bedrock step shown on the profile above has an average 95 percent slope. The
active channel width is mostly about 15 to 35 feet wide. While the active channel is about 5 to
10 feet deep, much of the channel is in a deeply incised gully with recently vegetated banks. The
gully may be more deeply incised than other creeks in the vicinity because of the Silver Bay
Fault.
Photograph 13 shows a typical channel segment that is deeply incised, with some levee
deposits on the banks. Much of the channel is underlain by bedrock. Photograph 14 shows older
debris flow deposits just above the confluence with Tributary T2. Note the unsorted texture and
large amount of large woody debris.
The lower portions of Tributary T3 that we explored were similar to Tributary T2, but
with fewer dendritic channels. Much of the channel bottom was underlain by bedrock. The
T3 channel flowed over a short cliff about 50 feet upstream from its confluence with the main
channel.
Above Tributary T3
The channel steepens to 40 to 55 percent within 300 feet upstream from Tributary T3.
Using LiDAR data, we calculate that the slopes progressively steepen upslope. Near the top of
the ridge, the channel slopes are between 70 and 85 percent. The channel appears to broaden
into a talus-filled gully as shown in Photograph 15. The LiDAR shows minor gullies on the right
bank of the main channel. However, these gullies are short and not as deeply incised as
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Tributaries T1, T2, and T3. We believe these could cause small landslides that would trigger a
debris flow if the talus deposits in the main channel were saturated.
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions and recommendations presented in this section are based on our field
reconnaissance observations, debris flow modelling, and our experience with landslide and
debris flow hazard evaluation and mitigation design. The following Table 2 summarizes our
conclusions for channels along the Sawmill Creek Road Slope:
TABLE 2
CHANNEL DEBRIS FLOW POTENTIAL
Channel

Likelihood

A

High

B

Low

C

Moderate

D

Low

E

Moderate

F

Moderate

G

Low

H

Low
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Consequences
Additional landslides could occur near the existing headscarp and trigger
debris flows. We recommend assuming a debris flow would be similar to the
August 18, 2015, event.
Small landslides could occur, but debris likely would not reach Sawmill
Creek Road.
A landslide occurring below the rocky escarpment could trigger a debris flow
of similar size to the August 18, 2015, event. Because of the channel
position, a debris flow could impact the Administration Building.
If a deep-seated landslide occurred, it likely would affect the Blue Lake Road.
We do not believe it would affect the Sawmill Creek Road.
A debris flow likely would deposit most debris on the Blue Lake Road. Some
debris could cross the road and deposit on the slopes below and on the
Sawmill Creek Road. We do not believe a debris flow would cross the
Sawmill Creek Road and impact buildings.
A debris flow likely would deposit most debris on the Blue Lake Road. Some
debris could cross the road and deposit on the slopes below and in the flat
area south of the Fortress of the Bear enclosure. We do not believe a debris
flow would reach the Sawmill Creek Road or the existing Fortress of the Bear
buildings. Stream reworked sediment could affect the Sawmill Creek Road.
A debris flow likely would deposit most debris in the low gradient basins
above the Blue Lake Road. Some debris could be reworked by stormwater
flow, and affect the Blue Lake Road. Stormwater flow that overtops the Blue
Lake Road could transport reworked sediment towards the southwestern
Fortress of the Bear enclosure.
Small landslides could deliver sediment to the Heart Lake outlet creek. This
sediment could plug the culvert under the Blue Lake Road.
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We conclude debris flows will be common in the West Fork Sawmill Creek channel and its
tributaries that are above the Blue Lake Road. Most debris flows will deposit cobbly and
boulder sediment mostly between the Blue Lake Road and the Heart Lake Trail. In that area,
most deposition likely will be within a few hundred feet upslope from the Blue Lake Road. The
debris flow sediment could block the culverts under the Blue Lake Road. If larger or multiple
debris flows occur, some sediment could be deposited on or overtop the Blue Lake Road.
Downstream from the Blue Lake Road, we do not expect direct debris flow deposits. However,
we expect sediment from the debris flow deposits will be reworked by stormwater flow, and
transported downstream. Facilities downstream from the Blue Lake Road that could be affected:


West Fork Sawmill Creek comes within about 20 feet of the slope down to the
Fortress of the Bear. Sediment deposition in the channel near this slope could cause
the channel to aggrade, which could lead to channel avulsion resulting in the creek
flowing down the slope to the Fortress of the Bear.



We understand sediment accumulation at the Access Road has affected operations.
Potential damage from a large sediment load caused by reworked debris flow material
includes: sediment filling the culverts under the road, flood overtopping and
consequent erosion of the Access Road, and potential for damage to the buried water
supply line in the Access Road.

Figure 4 shows our interpretation of the risk zones associated with the potential Sawmill Creek
Road slope debris flow channels described in Table 2 and the paragraphs above for the West
Fork Sawmill Creek. Our interpretation of the risk zones is based on runout analyses geologic
judgment and experience. We relied heavily in our geomorphic interpretation of the LiDAR
hillshade images presented in Figures 2 and 3. They show the corridors of erosion/incision and
deposition, and relative ages of the related landforms, factors of particular importance in
informing land use decisions.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the foregoing, we recommend considering mitigation alternatives for Channels A and
C along the Sawmill Creek Road Slope. For potential debris flows in the West Fork Sawmill
Creek, we recommend considering mitigation alternatives at the Blue Lake Road, above the
Fortress of the Bear, and at the Access Road.
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Channel A Hazard Mitigation
We believe that future debris flows from the Channel A are likely in a storm with similar or
greater rainfall intensity. Future debris flows likely will be smaller because less soil is available
for triggering landslides, and less soil would be accumulated along the existing channel.
Because the channel now has less soil and debris, it will have less resistance to flow. Therefore,
we anticipate a smaller debris flow likely would still impact the GPIP Administration Building.
We estimate future debris flows in Channel A could have a total volume between 500 and
1,000 cubic yards.
In our opinion, stabilizing the slopes in the debris flow initiation zone would not be practical.
Therefore, remedial alternatives are limited to containing or redirecting a debris flow at or near
the bottom of the slope. Because of the steepness of the roadway cut-slope and limited area, we
do not recommend a berm to redirect a debris flow so it would flow onto and approximately
parallel to the Sawmill Creek Road. Alternatives to arrest and contain a debris flow could be
achieved by constructing a barrier. Because of the limited space, berms and other rigid barriers
likely would not be practical. Therefore, we recommend considering a flexible debris flow
barrier.
A flexible debris flow barrier consists of high-tensile steel wire netting and mesh that are
supported by a steel cable on top. The top cable can be anchored to sides of a channel or
supported on steel posts. The steel posts typically have anchor cables or bars to resist impact
forces. Because the system is flexible, large deformation during debris flow impact and energy
absorbing elements in the ropes substantially reduce peak loads during impact. Photographs
16 and 17 show a typical debris flow barrier, which was constructed on a slope along the
Beartooth Highway near Red Lodge, Montana.
Flexible debris flow barriers have been constructed at numerous sites around the world, and have
been successful in containing debris flows. We discussed the possibility of constructing a debris
catchment fence with Tim Shevlin of Geobrugg North America, LLC (Geobrugg). Geobrugg is
a primary manufacturer of debris catchment fences, has considerable experience worldwide, and
is capable of providing catchment fence material.
Flexible debris flow barriers are commonly constructed across debris flow channels so the debris
flow is contained in the channel upslope from the fence. Effective catchment requires an
understanding of total debris flow volume, flow velocity, and peak discharge. The catchment
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area must be capable of storing the total debris flow. Once a debris flow occurs, the debris
should be removed to provide catchment volume for subsequent debris flows. Therefore, the
barrier should be constructed at a location where construction equipment and personnel can
access to perform maintenance.
We recommend considering three flexible debris flow barrier alternatives at the locations shown
on Figure 4:


Location 1: A barrier at the base of the slope and next to the road would prevent
coarse sediment from flowing onto the road and would protect the Administration
Building. Because flexible debris flow barriers are made of wire rope, water, mud,
and fine sediment can pass through the barrier. Therefore, the road would still
receive mud and fine sediment.



Location 2: A barrier could be constructed per Location 1, but with excavation to
create additional storage at the bottom of the channel. This would require making a
cut-slope that is steeper than the existing roadway cut-slopes. We anticipate
excavated slopes could be as steep as 1.25H:1V if underlain by glacial till and 1H:1V
if underlain by rock. Where practical, the channel bottom should be excavated so it
has a gentle slope near the roadway and fence. The gentle slope would promote
deposition, reduce impact loads on the catchment fence and facilitate maintenance.



Location 3: A barrier between Sawmill Creek Road and the Administration Building
parking lot. In our opinion, a flexible debris flow barrier at this location would
protect the Administration Building from impact by logs and coarse sediment. A
ditch or other water diversion measures may be needed to protect the building from
mud and fine sediment that could pass through the barrier.

We made preliminary calculations to estimate the size of a flexible debris flow barrier that would
be required to capture future debris flows. For a barrier at the bottom of the slope, we calculated
the dimensions assuming likely total debris flow volume that would need to be retained and the
slope geometry. When calculating barrier dimensions, at the base of the slope, we assumed that
a future debris flow would come to rest with an angle of repose of 5H:1V parallel to the slope
fall line, and 3H:1V perpendicular to the slope fall line. For a barrier between the road and
parking lot, we estimated the debris thickness from photographs provided by CBS of the
August 18, 2015, debris flow. Our preliminary conclusions:


Location 1: Because of the steep cut-slope above the roadway, a flexible barrier has
limited capacity to retain sediment. We estimate a 100-foot-long barrier would need
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to be 18 feet high to retain 1,000 cubic yards, and about 12 feet high to retain
500 cubic yards. We estimate a 120-foot-long barrier would be needed.


Location 2: The required barrier height would depend on the amount of storage
excavated. For example, steepening the existing slope to 1.25H:1V over a height of
30 feet and 60-foot width would create about 250 cubic yards of storage. With this
additional storage, a 15-foot-high barrier could retain about 1,000 cubic yards. We
estimate a 120-foot-long barrier would be needed.



Location 3: A barrier about 10 feet high, such as the Geobrugg shallow landslide
SL-150 with a spiral rope net should be effective stopping debris between Sawmill
Creek Road and the Administration Building parking lot. A minimum 200-foot-long
barrier would be needed.

The following Table 3 summarizes advantages and disadvantages for each site.
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TABLE 3
MITIGATION MEASURE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Location

1

2

Advantages



Prevents most debris from impacting
Sawmill Creek Road.



Barrier away from other
infrastructure.



Same as Location 1.



Lower height barrier than Location 1.



Lower cost barrier than Location 1.



A wider flat storage area behind the
barrier would facilitate maintenance.





3

Lowest cost barrier.
Good access for construction.
Good access for maintenance.

Disadvantages


Less effective storage because of
steep slopes.



Moderate access for maintenance.



May require special excavation
equipment and drilling equipment.



Moderate access for construction.



Higher cost barrier.



Moderate storage because of steep
slopes.



May require subsurface explorations
to design steeper road cut.



Excavation costs.



Higher cost barrier.



Would limit access to the
Administration Building to the ends of
the barrier.



The barrier could be considered
unsightly. That could be mitigated
with landscaping.



The barrier will require about a
10-foot width to accommodate
anchorage ropes or bars.

We discussed the probable construction cost of flexible barriers with Tim Shevlin at GeoBrugg.
We recommend considering two types of flexible barriers:


Geobrugg SL-150 is described as a flexible shallow landslide barrier. It is suitable
for moderate energy landslides and debris flows. The typical installation has a
maximum height of 3.5 meters (11.5 feet). Higher flexible barriers of this type can be
custom fabricated.



Geobrugg UX-180 is intended to resist rapidly moving debris flows or mudflows.
The UX flexible barriers are designed specifically for each application. They have a
maximum height of 6 meters (20 feet).
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Tim Shevlin provided the following information typical material cost information:




SL-150 120 feet long, 11.5 feet high – $425 per lineal foot
SL-150 120 feet long, 20 feet high – $750 per lineal foot (very rough estimate)
UX-180 – 130 feet long, 20 feet high – $1,150 per lineal foot

Based on Geobrugg experience with typical construction costs, we recommend using the
following estimates presented in Table 4 below to compare alternatives. We do not recommend
using these concept-level opinions of probable construction cost to develop project budgets.
Additional design and developing opinions of probable construction cost should be performed
first.
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TABLE 4
POTENTIAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

Length

Materials
Cost Per LF4

Materials and
Installation5
Cost Per LF

Total6

200 feet

$425

$1,488

$300,000

Location 3,
SL-150 – 11.5 feet high

300 feet

$425

$1,488

$450,000

Locations 1 and 2,1
Custom SL-150 – 20 feet high2

120 feet

$750

$2,625

$315,000

Locations 1 and 2,
Custom UX-180 – 20 feet high3

120 feet

$1,150

$4,025

$485,000

Barrier Model
Location 3,
SL-150 – 11.5 feet high

Notes:
1. Does not include excavation cost at Location 2.
2. Very rough estimate.
3. Cost based on a recent Geobrugg North America, LLC project in Canada.
4. LF = lineal foot
5. Cost for lower 48 states typically three times the material cost. Assume cost for Alaska is three and a half times the material
cost.
6. Rounded

Channel C Hazard Mitigation
We believe that Channel C has moderate potential to cause a future debris flow. We anticipate it
would be similar in size to the August 18, 2015, debris flow that occurred in Channel A.
Therefore, we recommend assuming it would have a total volume on the order of 2,000 cubic
yards. In our opinion, it would not be practical to use a flexible debris flow barrier to retain that
volume at the base of the slope and next to the road. If CBS elects to construct protection
measures for possible debris flows emanating from Channel C, we recommend constructing a
barrier at Location 3. In our opinion, the flexible barrier recommended for Channel A could be
lengthened to about 300 feet to provide protection for Channels A and C. The discussion above
and concept level of probable costs discussed for Channel A apply.
Channels B, D, E, F, G, and H
In our opinion, debris flows from these channels are not likely to impact buildings. Therefore,
we do not recommend hazard mitigation measures. We believe the CBS maintenance practices
21-1-22168-002-L1f.docx/wp/lk
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for the Blue Lake Road would be an effective strategy for dealing with debris flows that might
rarely affect the road.
West Fork Sawmill Creek
As described above, we recommend considering mitigation alternatives for sediment
accumulation and culvert blockage at the Blue Lake Road and at the Access Road, and for
possible channel avulsion above the Fortress of the Bear.
Blue Lake Road
In our opinion, most debris flows in the West Fork Sawmill Creek deposit upstream from
the Blue Lake Road. Sediment transport below the Blue Lake Road is primarily by fluvial
sediment transport. However, substantial debris flow deposits upstream from the Blue Lake
Road can block culverts, overtop the roadway causing fluvial erosion and deposition, and
provide a ready source for sediment transport downstream. We understand CBS excavated
substantial debris flow deposits from the West Fork Sawmill Creek channel at and just above the
Blue Lake Road to restore the roadway surface, unplug culverts, and provide sediment storage
for future debris flow events.
We recommend considering several alternatives to protect the Blue Lake Road and to
facilitate maintenance:
1. Excavate additional storage upstream from the Blue Lake Road. Our modelling
indicates debris flow volumes deposited within about 300 feet upstream from Blue
Lake Road could be on the order of 1,000 to 3,000 cubic yards.
Limited potential exists for excavating additional sediment storage upstream from the
Blue Lake Road. Photograph 9 shows that the CBS excavations made on August
were limited because of bedrock. Additional storage could be created by excavating
further upstream and to the banks on either side of the river. We visually estimate
that the total storage with additional excavation could be on the order of 1,000 cubic
yards.
2. Raise Blue Lake Road to increase sediment storage potential, and to reduce the
potential for the creek overtopping and eroding the roadway.
Additional sediment storage could be created by raising Blue Lake Road at the West
Fork Sawmill Creek crossing. Assuming sediment accumulates for about 200 feet
upstream and the average channel width is 60 feet, each foot of additional height
would provide about 450 cubic yards of sediment storage. Assuming excavations of
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sediment in the existing channel would be on the order of 1,000 cubic yards, the
roadway would need to be raised 4 to 5 feet to provide a total 3,000 cubic yards of
sediment storage. Excavated material in the channel could be used to increase the
height of the road.
3. Replace the culverts with a vented ford with a removable deck to facilitate cleaning
and that provides an armored high-water crossing.
Photographs 18 through 23 show concrete box vented fords with culverts that have
removable steel or concrete decks. The roadway has a dip that is designed to pass the
creek flow if the culvert becomes plugged or if the discharge exceeds the culvert
capacity. Photographs 18 through 21 show low water crossings where the dip is
armored with concrete to prevent erosion. Photographs 22 and 23 show a low water
crossing armored with articulated concrete panels and riprap. The culvert can be
sized for fish passage and other environmental considerations. We recommend
constructing a trash rack at the inlet to reduce potential for large sediment entering the
culvert to reduce cleaning.
Creek Bank Above Fortress of the Bear
During our field reconnaissance, we observed that a portion the natural creek bank above
a portion of the slope down to the Fortress of the Bear enclosures is low and narrow. We
observed some recent sediment on the top of the creek bank, suggesting that the creek flow was
close to overtopping during the August 18, 2015, storm. If the stream is aggrading because of
rapid sediment accumulation, this potential could be worsening.
Evaluating potential stream avulsion is not part of our scope of services or in our area of
expertise. We recommend that a fluvial geomorphologist and/or a hydraulic engineer evaluate
the potential for stream avulsion.
Access Road
The culverts under the Access Road appear vulnerable to plugging, and are difficult to
clean. The overflow channel CBS constructed should alleviate flooding and associated erosion
potential, provided it is maintained. For example, small floods that do not impair the culverts
could deposit sediment in the overflow channel and reduce its effectiveness in a subsequent
larger flood.
An alternative to reduce future maintenance could include constructing a vented ford as
described above. The vented ford should include a removable deck to facilitate cleaning, a trash
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rack to prevent large sediment from entering the culvert, and a culvert section that promotes
sediment transport.
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
This letter report provides concept-level and preliminary design recommendations for debris
flow hazard mitigation measures. It is intended to provide information for CBS to select hazard
mitigation measures it may implement. Additional design should be performed before mitigation
measures are budgeted and constructed. Additional services that may be required include:
Flexible Debris Flow Barrier Design
Flexible debris flow barriers typically are designed by the supplier. The contract
documents should specify the maximum debris flow height, volume, and velocity. They should
also specify the flexible barrier location, including the starting and ending elevation of each
barrier segment. Survey data should be provided that is accurate to +/- 6 inches. The survey
data can be based on a local datum. Therefore, we recommend surveying the area where a
flexible barrier will be constructed. The survey should extend upslope if excavation will be
performed to increase the sediment storage.
Foundation design for posts and anchors can be performed by the owner’s team or by the
contractor. If the contractor performs the design, the owner typically provides allowable bearing
capacity for the post foundations and soil and/or rock bond stress for anchor design.
Blue Lake Road and Access Road
We recommend surveying the Blue Lake Road at the West Fork Sawmill Creek crossing
to provide sufficient accurate data to design excavations and or raising the roadway to increase
sediment storage. A survey will be needed if a vented ford will be designed and constructed. A
hydraulic and civil engineer should be retained to size a vented ford, including the culvert and
high-water crossing. Because the work would be constructed in a creek and could affect nearby
wetlands, environmental permits likely would be needed.
Creek Bank Above Fortress of the Bear
As described above, we recommend that a fluvial geomorphologist and/or a hydraulic
engineer evaluate the potential for stream avulsion. Additional surveying likely will be needed.
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CLOSING REMARKS
The analyses, conclusions, and recommendations contained in this letter report are based on site
conditions as they presently exist, and further assume that our interpretations from our field
reconnaissance are representative. This letter report should not be used for final design. It is
intended to provide information to select mitigation alternatives. Additional design should be
performed to develop construction documents, and for cost estimates suitable for budgeting
purposes. If there is a substantial lapse of time between the submission of this letter report and
final design or if conditions have changed because of natural forces or construction operations at
or adjacent to the site, we recommend that we review our letter report to determine the
applicability of the conclusions and recommendations.
Within the limitations of scope, schedule, and budget, the analyses, conclusions, and
recommendations presented in this letter report were prepared in accordance with generally
accepted professional geotechnical engineering principles and practice in this area at the time
this letter report was prepared. We make no other warranty, either express or implied. These
conclusions and recommendations were based on our understanding of the project as described
in this letter report and the site conditions, as observed at the time of our reconnaissance.
This letter report was prepared for the exclusive use of CBS to select debris flow hazard
mitigation measures. The data and letter report could be provided to contractors for their
information, but our letter report, conclusions, and interpretations should not be construed as a
warranty of subsurface conditions included in this letter report.
The scope of our services did not include environmental assessments or evaluations regarding
the presence or absence of wetlands or hazardous or toxic substances in the soil, surface water,
groundwater, or air on or below or around this site, or for the evaluation or disposal of
contaminated soils or groundwater, should any be encountered.
Shannon & Wilson has prepared and enclosed an “Important Information About Your
Geotechnical/Environmental Report” to assist you and others in understanding the use and
limitations of our reports.
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Photograph 1. Debris against administration building on August 18, 2015.
Photograph provided by CBS

Photograph 2. Sawmill Creek Road debris flow on August 21, 2015.
Photograph provided by CBS
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Photograph 3. Damage to Administration Building from Sawmill Creek Road debris flow. Photograph provided by CBS
Sheet 2 of 13
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Photograph 4. Sawmill Creek Road view looking west.
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Photograph 5. Sawmill Creek Road debris flow initiation area.
Photograph taken May 31, 2016

Photograph 6. Sawmill Creek Road debris flow path, looking east.
Photograph taken May 31, 2016
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Photograph 7.
Head of West Fork Sawmill
Creek debris flow channel.

Photograph 8. West Fork Sawmill Creek channel, upstream from Blue Lake Road
on August 19, 2015. Photograph provided by CBS
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Photograph 9. West Fork Sawmill Creek channel, upstream of Blue Creek Road
crossing on June 2, 2016. Note rock outcrop in creek channel.

Photograph 10. West Fork Sawmill Creek twin culvert beneath hydroelectric
facility access road. Note right culvert is filled with debris.
Photograph taken May 31, 2016.
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Photograph 11. Small landslide at the top of channel B. Note bedrock above and to
the right of the landslide scar. Photograph taken June 1, 2016.

Photograph 12. West Fork Sawmill Creek, looking upstream from hydro electric
facility access road. Overflow channel is to the right.
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Photograph 13.
West Fork Sawmill Creek
below bedrock step. Note
steep side, recent vegetation
and mostly bedrock outcrop
in channel bottom.

Photograph 14. West Fork Sawmill Creek just upstream from confluence with
Tributary 2. Note large wood in previous unsorted
debris flow deposits.
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Photograph 15.
Upper, steep segments of
West Fork Sawmill Creek.

Photograph 16. Typical flexible debris flow barrier that was installed along the
Beartooth Highway, MT, in 2005.
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Photograph 17. Typical flexible debris flow barrier profile view.
Beartooth Highway, 2005.

Photograph 18. Vented ford with steel grate cover over box culvert. Note concrete
armor for flood flow.
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Photograph 19. Vented ford: close up of steel grate cover and trash rock.

Photograph 20. Vented ford with removable concrete cover over box culvert.
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Photograph 21. Vented ford looking downstream through box culvert.
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Photograph 22. Vented ford looking downstream through box culvert.
Note articulated concrete mat and riprap erosion protection.

Photograph 23.
Close up of vented
ford in Photograph 22
showing removable
metal grate over box
culvert and articulated
concrete mat.
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Geotechnical and Environmental Consultants
Dated:

Attachment to and part of Report 21-1-22168-002
Date:
To:

November 18, 2016
Mr. Dan Tadic, PE
City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR GEOTECHNICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL
REPORT
CONSULTING SERVICES ARE PERFORMED FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES AND FOR SPECIFIC CLIENTS.

Consultants prepare reports to meet the specific needs of specific individuals. A report prepared for a civil engineer may not be adequate
for a construction contractor or even another civil engineer. Unless indicated otherwise, your consultant prepared your report expressly
for you and expressly for the purposes you indicated. No one other than you should apply this report for its intended purpose without
first conferring with the consultant. No party should apply this report for any purpose other than that originally contemplated without
first conferring with the consultant.
THE CONSULTANT'S REPORT IS BASED ON PROJECT-SPECIFIC FACTORS.

A geotechnical/environmental report is based on a subsurface exploration plan designed to consider a unique set of project-specific
factors. Depending on the project, these may include: the general nature of the structure and property involved; its size and
configuration; its historical use and practice; the location of the structure on the site and its orientation; other improvements such as
access roads, parking lots, and underground utilities; and the additional risk created by scope-of-service limitations imposed by the
client. To help avoid costly problems, ask the consultant to evaluate how any factors that change subsequent to the date of the report
may affect the recommendations. Unless your consultant indicates otherwise, your report should not be used: (1) when the nature of
the proposed project is changed (for example, if an office building will be erected instead of a parking garage, or if a refrigerated
warehouse will be built instead of an unrefrigerated one, or chemicals are discovered on or near the site); (2) when the size, elevation,
or configuration of the proposed project is altered; (3) when the location or orientation of the proposed project is modified; (4) when
there is a change of ownership; or (5) for application to an adjacent site. Consultants cannot accept responsibility for problems that may
occur if they are not consulted after factors which were considered in the development of the report have changed.
SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS CAN CHANGE.

Subsurface conditions may be affected as a result of natural processes or human activity. Because a geotechnical/environmental report
is based on conditions that existed at the time of subsurface exploration, construction decisions should not be based on a report whose
adequacy may have been affected by time. Ask the consultant to advise if additional tests are desirable before construction starts; for
example, groundwater conditions commonly vary seasonally.
Construction operations at or adjacent to the site and natural events such as floods, earthquakes, or groundwater fluctuations may also
affect subsurface conditions and, thus, the continuing adequacy of a geotechnical/environmental report. The consultant should be kept
apprised of any such events, and should be consulted to determine if additional tests are necessary.
MOST RECOMMENDATIONS ARE PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENTS.

Site exploration and testing identifies actual surface and subsurface conditions only at those points where samples are taken. The data
were extrapolated by your consultant, who then applied judgment to render an opinion about overall subsurface conditions. The actual
interface between materials may be far more gradual or abrupt than your report indicates. Actual conditions in areas not sampled may
differ from those predicted in your report. While nothing can be done to prevent such situations, you and your consultant can work
together to help reduce their impacts. Retaining your consultant to observe subsurface construction operations can be particularly
beneficial in this respect.
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A REPORT'S CONCLUSIONS ARE PRELIMINARY.

The conclusions contained in your consultant's report are preliminary because they must be based on the assumption that conditions
revealed through selective exploratory sampling are indicative of actual conditions throughout a site. Actual subsurface conditions can
be discerned only during earthwork; therefore, you should retain your consultant to observe actual conditions and to provide conclusions.
Only the consultant who prepared the report is fully familiar with the background information needed to determine whether or not the
report's recommendations based on those conclusions are valid and whether or not the contractor is abiding by applicable
recommendations. The consultant who developed your report cannot assume responsibility or liability for the adequacy of the report's
recommendations if another party is retained to observe construction.
THE CONSULTANT'S REPORT IS SUBJECT TO MISINTERPRETATION.

Costly problems can occur when other design professionals develop their plans based on misinterpretation of a
geotechnical/environmental report. To help avoid these problems, the consultant should be retained to work with other project design
professionals to explain relevant geotechnical, geological, hydrogeological, and environmental findings, and to review the adequacy of
their plans and specifications relative to these issues.
BORING LOGS AND/OR MONITORING WELL DATA SHOULD NOT BE SEPARATED FROM THE REPORT.

Final boring logs developed by the consultant are based upon interpretation of field logs (assembled by site personnel), field test results,
and laboratory and/or office evaluation of field samples and data. Only final boring logs and data are customarily included in
geotechnical/environmental reports. These final logs should not, under any circumstances, be redrawn for inclusion in architectural or
other design drawings, because drafters may commit errors or omissions in the transfer process.
To reduce the likelihood of boring log or monitoring well misinterpretation, contractors should be given ready access to the complete
geotechnical engineering/environmental report prepared or authorized for their use. If access is provided only to the report prepared for
you, you should advise contractors of the report's limitations, assuming that a contractor was not one of the specific persons for whom
the report was prepared, and that developing construction cost estimates was not one of the specific purposes for which it was prepared.
While a contractor may gain important knowledge from a report prepared for another party, the contractor should discuss the report with
your consultant and perform the additional or alternative work believed necessary to obtain the data specifically appropriate for
construction cost estimating purposes. Some clients hold the mistaken impression that simply disclaiming responsibility for the accuracy
of subsurface information always insulates them from attendant liability. Providing the best available information to contractors helps
prevent costly construction problems and the adversarial attitudes that aggravate them to a disproportionate scale.
READ RESPONSIBILITY CLAUSES CLOSELY.

Because geotechnical/environmental engineering is based extensively on judgment and opinion, it is far less exact than other design
disciplines. This situation has resulted in wholly unwarranted claims being lodged against consultants. To help prevent this problem,
consultants have developed a number of clauses for use in their contracts, reports, and other documents. These responsibility clauses
are not exculpatory clauses designed to transfer the consultant's liabilities to other parties; rather, they are definitive clauses that identify
where the consultant's responsibilities begin and end. Their use helps all parties involved recognize their individual responsibilities and
take appropriate action. Some of these definitive clauses are likely to appear in your report, and you are encouraged to read them closely.
Your consultant will be pleased to give full and frank answers to your questions.

The preceding paragraphs are based on information provided by the
ASFE/Association of Engineering Firms Practicing in the Geosciences, Silver Spring, Maryland
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